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INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
Fremont and 'Mills are the two sOll1thernmost counties in the 
tier abutting on the Missouri river. T10gether they form 3i rect-
angle bounded' by straight sides on the north, east, and south', 
and by the meanders o£ the Missouri river: Oon .the west) extend-
ing a little mOore than forty-one miles from north to SOouth, and 
varying in width froill nineteen tOo twenty-six and 3i half miles 
from east to west. They have 3ill area of about 974 squa.re miles, 
Fremont embracing about 524 square miles and Mills about 450. 
Owing tOo changes in the meanders of the Missouri the area 
is constantly va~ng. 
EARLIER - INVESTIGATIONS. 
Prof: O. A. White visited these counties III 1866. He was 
then state geologist of Iowa, and his observations were pub-
lished in his First Annual Report in 1868, and also in his 
Geology of Iowa in 1870.* 
Brief notices of the Ooal Measures of these counties are 
given by Keyes in his Ooal Deposits of Iowa.t 
Prof. W. H. Norton has published a record of the Glenwood 
artesian boringt and Mr. Seth Dean has secured other data 
on the flow and the temperatures of the wells at this place. ** 
Iow~·-toi. \'t.~t;: ~~t~da~:.e~~~7I~tate Geologist, 1868, pp. 54-59; C. A. White, Geology of 
te. R. Keyes, Iowa GeolOgica:I Survey, Vol. II, p. 443 and pp. 452 and 453. , 
, t W o H . Norton, Iowa GeolOgIcal Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 340-347 . 
•• Seth Dean, Proceedings of Iowa. Engineer and Surveyors' Society, 1895, pp. 33-39 
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Finally Prof .. J. E. Todd, who for some time resided at 
Tabor, has made a number of observations on the drift of . . 
this region, and many of these are presented in his paper on 
The Moraines of Southwestern South Dakota and their 
Attendant Deposits. * 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The principal topographic features to be noted in these coun-
ties aTe: The upland flats and ridges, the upland slopes, and the 
lowlands and terraces. 
The Uplood FlaIts, and R idges. The uplands consist of an old 
drift plain, modified by erosion and by the deposition on its sur-
face of a blanket of loess. But little is left of the oldl surface of the 
fiat drift plain. The only remnantsl left are some flat strips of 
land 00 the highest . divides farthest away fl'om the largest 
streams. These strips are 'Usually less than one-fourth of a 
mile in width, often much less. The widest flats seen were 
between the headwaters of Mill creek and Rock creek in L.ocust 
Grove township in Fremont co'Unty;in the vicinity of the town of 
Tabor; on the divide between Mud' creek and Silver creek south-
east of Silver City; on the divides north of Glenwood, north ofi 
Emerson and north! and south of Hillsdale. The total area of 
these upland BtripS do not cover more than at most a few square 
miles of land in the two counties. 
Excepting these flat areas the divides everywhere consist of 
ridges, more or less convex iDi cross section. These are broad'est · 
farthest away from the principal drainage basins and als we ap-
proach the margins of the uplands they become more and more 
contracted and narrow. In the bluffs of the Missouri th\,!y are 
frequently only three or four feet across, with a steep slope. on 
ei,ther side. The average elevation of , these summits of the 
uplands for the two counties is about 1170 feet above sea level, 
and it varies a hundred feet above and below this figure. The 
eastern twa-thirds of the uplands in this area fall about thirty 
or fifty feet below. the average, wbile the highest divides ap-
I:proacbing th~ :Mis:souri rive~ bluffs rise above ~t in places as 
OJ: E . Todd; Bttll. U. S. Goo1: Survey , No. 158, pp. ·S9, 00, etc. 
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much as ninety feet. From north to south they have a general 
descent o£about a; foot 3.Ild one-third to the mIile. 
The Upland Slopes. By far the grea,ter arelll of the uplands 
is formed of slopes which extend ou either side from the creeks 
and ravines up to the crests' of the ridges and flats 011 the divides. 
Farthest away from the larger drainage lines these slopes have a 
gentle grad'eand even near some of the larger creeks they may 
be a half11Il!ile in length and 100 or 125 feet in: height. But near 
the Missouri bottoms they become more steep and frequently 
rise at a high angle to 150 ()II" even 200 feet above the bottoms. 
Along these bluffs they are sometimes too steep to be tilled. Els~­
where they constitute the main farm land in the region. The dis-
tance from the foot of the lowest to the top of the highest slopes 
embraces a; vertical range of about 360 feet. 
The Lowlands and Terraces.-The principal lowlands are the 
bottoms alon~ the Missouri river. These vary from one to seven-
miles in width on the Iowa side of the great river. They have an 
a;verage elevation of lllbo'U:t twenty feet above low water and an 
avera,ge descent to the south of about one and one-third of a foot 
per mile, their general slope being about the same as that of the 
upland's. In the reentrant bends . of the river bluffs, where the 
bottoms extend into the uplands, as they do to the southeast of 
Pacific Junction, nQiI"fu of Thurman, and again south of KnQIX, 
they rise as much as thirty or forty feet with a long gentle slope 
toward the bluffs. Otherwise they present an even plain with a 
few low tracts' marking the former meanders of the river, such as 
Buckingham lake and Lake Wabonsie. 
The lowlands of the West Nishnabotna have a pitch to the 
south of. a little ffiQIl"e than three feet pell mile and a width in-
creasing from one and tlu·ee-fourths of a mile near the north 
boundary of Mills County to three miles in Prairie and Sidney 
townshi p-s in Fremont county. The pitch of the East Nishna-
botna bottoms is a; little greater, nearly. foull feet per mile, and 
their width from bluff to bluff averages about two and three-
fourth miles. Neal' Riverton this valley is abruptly contracted 
to less than one mile. The valley of the united streams below 
Riverton in the same way abruptly narrows at the nQiI"fu bound-
ary of Madison township to less than one mile. The cause of 
b \a.I'\~ P~3 'C -h-c.."V\5 
p , 12-'6 / v' 13 ) 
I[lvyrat:/on fbc r - J 
r t 2 C) (v ! 3) 
I OWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE III. 
Deposit of mud after a flood on the Nishnabotna bottoms in sectioa 19, Riverton township, 
Fremont CO:luty. 
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such abrupt changes in the width of these lowlands is a rise 
of the ood rock which has impeded' the erosive work of the 
streams in widening their flood plains, owing to the greater hard-
ness of the materials encountered. 
Other creeks with definite flood plains are as given below: 
CREEKS . 
AVERAGE WIDTH 
OF BO=OMS IN 
MILES . 
SLOPE,FEET 
PER MILE. 
--------------- 1----·- - ----
Walnut . . .. ...... .... . . ..... .... ....... .... . . . . 
Silver ......... .... . . ...... .. ..... . ... ......... . 
~el~;; : : : : '. : : : : '.: : : : : :.: : : :: :: : : : : :: : ::: :: : : : : :: . 
Mill ...•. . . ..... ..... .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. ........ 
.9 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.3 
6 (e~timated) 
5 (estimated) 
7 
10 
10 ("s~imated) 
The bottoms of Silver, Keg, and Mill creeksl are all somewhat 
contracled in their lower course on account of encountering the 
bed rock, but Itheir change in this respect is not as marked as· 
in the case of the Nishnabotna rivers'. Just below Malvern the 
Silver creek bottoms narrow to only a quarter of a mile for a 
short distance and at Glenwood, Keg cheek can hardly be said to 
have a flood plain. The difference is less marked in th~. width 
of the flood plain in the upper and the lower course o£ Mill 
-creek south of Riverton, but in each ofi these places bed rock 
is absent above and appears in the beds of the streams at the nar-
JOW places. 
No notable terraces are to be seen on the flood pJain of the 
Missouri river, but there a.re a few shelves in the bord~ng 
bluffs near the streams which come from the uplands. One of 
these is seen on the south side of Wabonsie creek, haiving an 
·elevation of about fifty feet above the bottom, and there a,re others 
less ' distinctly marked in the creeks farther south. On the bot-
toms of the two Nishnabotna rivers terraces are much more 
frequent. One which has an elevation of about fifty feet covers 
the north half of section 26 and the south half of section 23 in 
Madison township, Fremont couD/ty. Another about forty feet 
'high covers the east half of section 6, T'p. 68 N., R. XLI W. For 
three miles south of Randolph the same bench. runs along the east 
oluff of the valley extending about a mile' to the west. Again the 
;;game terrace covers about three sections of landJ west oft White 
-Cloud, and there are smaner remnants farther to the north but 
I 
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on: the sames,ide, as in sections 12, 13 and 14 northwest of Hast-
ings, in sections 19 and 20 and in sections 8, 9 and 4 in Tp. 73 N., 
R. XLIW. 
In thes,e counties, as in Pottawattamie*, the bluffs of the Nish-
nabotna run in a series of loops somewhat less than a mile wide ' 
"with their concavities facing the river. " The loops are separated 
by narrow spurs of upland, which intervene and project some-
times half a mile into the valley. It is quit.e evident t.hat the 
recesses are due to undercutting by the river and that the c'ul'ves 
correspond to the meanders of the stream. As the loops have a 
radius much greater than the meanders of the present stream it 
is to be inferred that at the time they were made the river was 
considerably larger than at present. This may have been coin-
cident with a glacial advance occurring farther north, after the 
deposition of the drift in this region. Loops of the kind are 
seen on both sides of the river between Henderson and Hast-
ings to the northwest of Randolph, to the southeast of Sidney, 
and east of Ha~burg. 
DRAINAGE. 
But httle need be said regarding, the drainage of the twO' coun-
ties. It differs in no essential from that O'f the surrounding re-
gion. It has reached a stage of high maturity, as may be in-
ferred from the nature of the topography. Dminage by seepage 
through the porous soil is remlarkablyefficient everywhere, brut 
during heavy rains there is a prompt run-off from the surface on 
all slopesl• Only a single instance of stagnant drainage on the 
upland has been noted, and this consists of a small traot on sec-
tion 36, Tp. 68 N., R. XL W., where a swamp like condtion 
prevailed ; at the time of the making of the government sur-
veys. 'With the general lowering of the level of ground water 
this has now disappeared. The effectiveness of seep drainage 
is, especially evident on the terraces in the Nishnabotna valley, 
as to the west of White Cloud, where the surface or the terrace 
covers an areal of three square miles which is perfectly flat and 
yet remains uninvaded by drainage trenches, although the river. 
since their making, has had time to remove all but a small frac-
tion of the old flO'od plain. ' 
, ·10 ...... Goo!. Sury., VoI.' XI, pp. 2<J?-206, 
B I Cl. 1\ l ?C>~ (;;)c"\ 1-,.5 
P , \ 30 ( v , '"3 ) 
IJJLA5t-rCl hon 
P~Cll1J . 
PlcctE V (v'/3 
IOWA GEOLOG I CAL SUR VEY, PLATE IY, 
Deposit of mud and debris after .. hi gh flood in .. tributary of Keg cr eek northeast of 
Glenwood . 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE V. 
Depn it of mud on the bank of the channel of Keg creek, w est of Minneola, after high water. 
B\o..Y\,~ 'jJ@5e idCI'j 
p. 13 \ ( v. Ij) 
LJ/\As(-nxhOn FetcH j 
Phf-e t V (V. {3 ) 
---
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The drainage of the flood pla,ins is in one respect less perfect 
now: than before the prairies were. under cultivation. With the 
general destruction of, the native sod the slopes now more 
promptly shed the surface flow during rains and these easily 
gather a full load of silty sediment which impedes the run-off in ' 
the creeks and fills their channels. ~'he mud can 00 seen settling 
on the sides and the bottom of the channel, which thus become:::; 
too small and causes! the 5treams to overflow: theiIl banks. The 
retention of the streams within their banks during floods is thus 
with every year becoming a more and more seriO'Us problem to 
agriculture. During! the summer of 1902 hundreds of acres were 
flooded and covered with silt on the Missouri and the Nishna-
bo-tna bottoms, in pl~ces to a depth of as much as three feet. 
From some measurements which were made on the quantity of 
sediments carried by Keg creek during a freshet, it was found 
that the ratio of sedments to the water by weight was 1 :4-;1:, that 
is, !the water contains about 2.2 per cent oft mud. 
T ABLE OF ELEVATIONS. 
LOCATION . 
Anderson . . . . . . . . . ......... .. •........ . .. • .. , • , . ... . . 
Bartlett. . . ..... .. ... . ....... .. . .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . ... . ... . .. ......... . 
Bluffs east of Bartlett . . .. . . .. . . • .. .•. .. . . . . . . . .. • . . . .. . •. ..... . .. . . 
Clark . .. .... . .. . . . . . . ... .... .... .. . ... . . . . . . . . ... ... . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . 
Emerson .. . ..... . ........ . . . . . . . . .. . .. •.... .. .... . . . . .. . . .... . .. . .. 
Farragut ... . •• • .. . .... . .... . . . ......... . . . . . . . . .- ... .. . : .. . . .... . . 
Glenwood . < • ••• , • • •• • • • •• • • • ••• • • • • • •• , •• •• • • •••• • • • • • • • • •• ••••• • ••• 
Hamburg . . ..... . ... . . . . . .... . ... . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .... .. ... .... . 
Hastings .. .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . ... . ... •. . . . ... .. .. . . . < • •• • • 
Haynies . . .... . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . • . . .• . . . . . .. . .. . .. .... . . .. ... • ... . 
Hende rson . . .... . ... . . ..... . ..... . .. . . .. .. . . •. .. . .. ... .... . . .. . .... . 
Henton ..... . . . . . ...... .. .. . .. • . . .... •• ... . . .. . .... • .. .. .. . . . , .•. . 
Hi! sdale .. . ... .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . ' •• . .. .. ... ... •.......... 
Malvern ... . .. . . ...... ....... . . ..... . ..... . . . .... . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .... . 
McPaul .... . .. ... .. ... .. . ............ .. ... .. .. . , .. . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . 
Minneola, . .... . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . .. . . . ... . • ... . . . . . . ...... . .. . .. . 
Nishnabotna bottoms east of Sidney . . . . .. . ... .. . .. .. ...•. .. . .. . .. ... 
Pacific Junction . . ... . . • . ... ... . . ... ... . .. . . •..... .. . . . . . .. . . " .. ... . 
Percival .. . . . . . .. . .... . . ... ...... . .. .. . .. . . ........ .. . . ... , ... . .. . 
Plattsmouth, low water , Missouri river . . . ...... . .. .. . ' . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
Randolph ... . . .. .. ... . ... . .. ••••.. . .. ... . . . .• .•. • . . . , •. ..• , .... . .. . 
Riverton . .. .. . ....... . .. . . . ..... .......... . ..... . •. . • ..... .... .. . •.. 
Sidney . ... ... .... . ... . . ... .... . . .. . . .. . . .. . .... . . . .... ....... . ... . . 
Sidney, public square .. ..... . .. ... ... ... ........ . ...... .. . : ..... . . . . 
Tabor.. .. . . .... . .. . . .. ......... .. '" ... . . : . .. ... . .. ... . . . .. , . . . . . 
White Cloud Crossing . ... ... . ... . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... .. . . 
I E L EVATION . 
966* 
946 
ll!lO* 
1000' 
1053 
961 
981 
903 
999* 
954 
1031* 
963 
1189 
995 
927 
1036* 
915* 
958 
927 
940 
967* 
927 
1025? 
1156* 
1240* 
973* 
• Estimates from a.neroid measurements. The other figures are from Gannet's Dictionary of . 
Altitudes and r efer t o elevation of railroad track at the depot. 
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STRATIGRAPHY. 
GENERAL STATEME~T. 
The bed rock in this region is for the most part concealed under 
a heavy drift sheet. The best exposures occur in . the bluffs 
of the Missauri river and in the vicinity of! Hamburg and 
Riverton. The oldest rocks belong to the Up~r Coal Measure 
series. Resting on these are some remnants of Cretaceous beds, 
and over: all lies the drift. The general relations of these divi-
sions are indicated in the following table: 
GROUP. SYSTEM . SERIES. STAGE. 
Post-glacial Alluvium, loess and 
Cenozoic Pleistocene. and Recent. terrace. 
Glacial. Kansan and Pre-Kansan. 
Mesozoic . Cretaceous . Dakota. Nishnabotna . 
Paleozoic . Carboniferous 
Upper 
Carboniferous . Missourian. 
. DEEP EXPLORATIO~S. 
Some deep explorations have been made in each of the two 
caunties. Seventeen yea.rs ago a boring was put down for ooal 
at Riverton. It was made on the hill east of the village and ex-
tended down 700 feet. All that is now known about the nature 
of the ground is that it was mostly shale with some limestone 
and that there was a thin seam of coal at a depth of about 400 
feet. On Mr. Rankin's farm on the northwest quarter of section 
32 in: Riverton torwnship, south of Riverton, two wells have been 
made on the bottom lands in search of artesian water. Neither 
attempt was successful and the materiaIs' penetrated were mostly 
, , soapstone, " some dark shale and limestone. 
At Hamburg the Hamburg Fuel and Mining Company made 
a diamond drill hole to w depth of 1,000 feet in 1890. The hole 
was sunk near the east quarter post of the Ilortheast quarter of 
Section 21, just outside the city limits where the g-round-has an 
DEEP EXPLORATIONS. 
elevation of 998 feet above the sea level. Mos,t o£ the core was 
saved, but all labels · have been lost and the depth of only one 
piece O'f the oore is knO'wn with certainty. This is a fragment 
of compact gray limestO'ne, apparently from the Coal Measures, 
which was taken at 800 feet from the surface. Some men who 
were interested in the drilling say that red shale was' enooun, . 
tered at about 350 feet below the surface. There was a seam O'f 
coal about a foot thick at a depth of ninety feet and 3, very dark 
shale at about 650 feet. About 400 feet of the core can yet be 
seen, and of this fully three-fourths is limestone, all apparently 
from the C0'al Measures. Several pieces have a fine ooliti0 struc-
true, resembling that seen in the oJd quarry near Crescent in 
Pottawattamie county. These ledges probably dip to' the south 
and lie here at some distance below the surface. One fact which 
is established beyond a doubt by' this. drilling is that the terranes 
at this; point contain at least . some 300 feet of limestone in the 
first 1,000 feet. Whether all of this thickness belongs to the Coal 
Measures! cannot be made out with certainty, but it seems likely 
that such is the case. NO' part of the cO're resembles the Lower 
Carboniferous. 
In Mills: oounty two deep wells ha.ve been S~lnk: at Glenwood. 
Both were made by churn drills. Samples of the drillings 
from the city well have been collected by Mr. Seth Dean and 
described by Norton,* who summarizes the formations as 
follows: 
Elevation of the curb .. ... .... .. ..... .. ... . . 1,132 feet A . T. 
Thickness in feet. 
Pleistocene .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Missourian . ....... . . . . . . .. ... . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670 
Des Moines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390 
. Mississippian . ......... . ... . .. ... ...... . . ... 230 
Devonian (?) ........ ; .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 135 
Silurian.... . ... ... ... . ..... .. .. . . .. . . . .. ... 400 
'1'he Missourian in this well contained a considerable aIOOunt 
of limestone, as at Hamburg. 
'Some years later aJ well was made O'n the bottom land of 
Keg; creek, in the south part of the city by. the Institution for 
li""'OOble-Minded Children. The elevUltion of ' the curb is here 
"Iowa Gool. Surv., Vol. VI. pp. 1J40-347 . 
.. 
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980 feet above sea level and the total depth of the well is 2,000 
feet. A record was taken of the strata, rrenetra,ted at the time the 
well was made and a copy on this record follows . SomEl! dis-
crepancies are apparent but there is a fair correspondence in the 
two wells:. 
RECORD OF THE STRATA PENETRATED IN THE BORING AT THE INSTITUTION FOR 
FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN AT GLENWOOD. 
I 
DEPTH 
BELOW 
SURFACE . 
~ : r{~!~t~~~: : : : :: : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : :: :::::::::: 
3. Shale, black .. ................ . . . . . . ...... . .. .. ... . 40 
4. Blue limestone .. .. .... . ... . .. __ .. .... .. ... ... . . . . . 65 
5. Limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... ... . , ................ , 100 
6. ked shale ............ . . .... ..... ............ .. . ... . 140 
7 . Limestone.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ' . . . ...... .. .. . ' . ...... . .. . . 200 
8. Shale . ..................... . .... . .... ... . ... .. ... . . 256 
9. Red shale .. .. , ..... .. ' ..... .. .. 0 •• •••••• • • ' • •••• ••• 2ljO 
10 . Limestone . .... .. . .. . . .. . , .. ..... .. ... : ... . .. .. . ... . 305 
11 . Black shale . ... . ' . ... .... ..... ..... . .. . . .. . .... . .. . . 340 
12. Blue shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ..... . . .. . 360 
13. Limestone . ... . . ... .... . ... .. ... .... .... ... . . .. ... . 430 
14 . Black slate .. . ... ... ........ . . . .. . .... .. . ...... .. .. . 445 
15. S <;I ft white rock .: .... .. '.' . .... <0 '. ' • • • .. • •• • ....... . 
16. Blueshale .. . .. . .... ... ...... ......... ....... .. .... o . 
475 
479 
17. Red shale . .... . ...... .... ................ . .... .. 499 
18 . Limestone . ... ...... .. ... .. .. . ..... . ......... . .... . 529 
]9. B lack shale , coaly . .. ..... .. .. . ' ....... ... .... . .. .. .. 549 
20 . Sandstone . ... ... .. .. ..... . . . .. . ... ... , ... . . . . ...••. 550 
· 21. Sandstone with salt water . ... , ....... .......... . .. . 575 
22. Blue shale .. • . . .... . ......•. . .. .. . .•.. . ... .... , . . .. . 625 
23. Limestone . .. ..... . ...... . . ...... . .. .... . . ... . .. . . . 640 
24. Limestone with pyrites .. .. ... ..... . . . . . ..... . .. .. . , 
25. Green shale . . . . . . ~ .. .. .. . .. ..... ... ... .. .. ... .... . 
655 
690 
26 . Red shale ...... . . .... .... . ....... .... . . ......... . 715 
27 . Miner's slate . ...... .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . . .. . , . . . . , .... . 732 
28. Soapstone. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ' •. .• • . . .. ..... .. . ...... .. hO 
29 . Miner' s slate with pyrites .... .. . ......... ..... .... . 820 
30. Sandy shale with salt water . . . . . . . . .... . .... ..... . . . 865 
31. Sandstone ........... . .. . .. . .... . ....... .. ... _ . . . .. . 990 
32. Limestone . . . . . . .......... ..... ...... .. .... _ .. .... . 1,010 
33. Sandstone . . . ... .. . ........... .... .. .... .. . . . . .. . .. . 1,032 
34. Sandstone . . . . . ....... . .. .. ..... ... ... . ... . ... . . .. . 1,065 
35 . Brown limestone ........ :.... .......... . .... .. . .. . 1 ,103 
36. ' Red .' 'quartzite" . ..... ..... ... . ...... ........... .. . 1,115 
37. Magnesian limestone . ..... .... ...... . ... ...... . ... . 1 ,198 . 
38 . Gray limestone . . ............. .. .. ... ..... .. . . . .. .... . 1 ,226 
39 .. While sandstone ............ .. . ...... . .. . ..... . , . .. . ] ,351 
40 . "Soapstone" ..... . .......... .. .... ... ...... .. .... . 1,410 
. 41. , " Soapstone" . . ... : .• . .... .... . .... ....... . . .. .... . . 1,460 
, 42. Limestone ..... . .... ' ... . . " ... ; ... .. ... . . . . . .. .. ... . 1, 509 
43. Gray limestone .... , .. . .. ... ...... .. .... ... ... . ... . . 1,535 
44. .. Soapstone" ... . ... .. ..... .... ....... . ....... .. .. . . 1 ,580 
THICKNESS, 
IN FEET. 
35 
5 
20 
10 
30 
40 . 
. .. .......... 
10 
15 
20 
30 
10 
5 
4? 
20 
30 
10 
1 
1 
7 
10 
5 
2 
10 
. ....... .. ... 
10 
10 
. ... ...... .. . 
. . ... . ... . .. . 
5 
. . ... ..... . .. 
. ........ . ... . 
10 
12 
3 
23 
64 
5 
20 
. ... .. ... .. . . 
20' 
. . ......... . . 
3 
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45. "Soapstone" . .... ....... .. ............... ; ........ . 
46. Sandy limestone ........... . ..... . ... ....... .. .. ... . 
47. Gypsum . . .... . ..... . ... ... . . ... .. .... .. .......... . 
48 . Gray limestone .. ... .... ... .. . .... ..... ..... ..... . . . 
49 . "Bastard" limestone . .... . . .... .... .. ...... ..... . . 
50. Hard gray lilllestone .... ... . ... ... .. .. . . . .. ....... . 
51. Bottom of well . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
DEPTH 
BELOW 
SURFACE . 
1,600 
1,700 
1,750 
1 ,772 
1,850 
1,896 
1,910 
H5 
THICKNESS, 
IN FEET. 
2 
50 
2 
30 
Gypsum occurred in the city well at depths corresponding 
with No. 47 above, evidently in the same terrane, and in the 
one Norton regards as Silurian. 
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM . 
.rHE MISSISSIPPIA.N . 
The rocks of. the Up~r Coal MeRsures in these oounties con-
sO.Slt of. shales and limestones with some arenaceous beds and 
some marly olays. An account of their ocurrence and partic-
ular charactersl in different localities win be first introduced. The 
different localities of the exposures have been arranged in fO'ur 
groups as follows: 
A. In and near the bluffs of the Missouri river in Mills 
county-sections I LVII. 
B. In and neaIl the bluffs of the Missouri river in FremO'nt 
county-sections VIII-XVIII. 
C. Sections in the uplands east of Hamburg-seclions XIX-
XXIII. 
D. Scattered outcro:ps-sections XXIV-XXVI. 
EXPOSURES IN AND NEAR THE BLUFFS OF THE MISSOURI RIVER , 
MILLS COUNTY. 
1. SECTION IN THE QUARRY AT HENTON. 
FEET 
4. Gray ' shale, with thin calcareous layers and occa-
sional. calcareous concretions from ODe to two 
inches in diameter. These concretions are com-
pact in texture and contain some imbedded curv-
ing tubules one-fourth millimeter in diameter. 
Fossils; dentic1es of annelids, minute conical teeth, 
and a small productus . . . .. .. .... .... ... . . ........ 2 
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3, Yellow or gray limestone " .. . . , ..... ," , . ,' , ' l~ 
2. Cream colored or gray limestone with kidneys of 
dark chert usually several inches in diameter, On 
a polished surface it is seen to h old scattered 
spheroidal oolitic grains from ,5 to 2 millirne'ers 
in diameter and some clean fragmen ts of shells, 
These lie in a copious matrix of ill defined 
organic granules, averaging only about one-
tenth of the size of the ooliths, and these smaller 
granules are held together by a translucent, cal-
careous cement. The rock is cut by some thin 
fissures healed with calcite, and carrying in 
places small grains of iron pyrites, The chert is ' 
identical in texture with the rock, . " , , ' . . , , , , . . , 1 
1. Light, bluish gray limestone in heavy ledges, with 
some shaly layers and with irregular nodules of 
chert. It is composed mainly of a copious matrix 
of fine , indistinct particles in which are imbedded 
occassional joints of crinoid stems , some large 
shell fragments which are some times clean and 
sometimes covered with an 0 "litic crust, and 
elliptical granules of oolitic aspect, about one 
and one-half millime'ters in largest diameter , 
Between the lower courses in the quarry are shaly, 
dark and carbonaceous seams containing brachio-
pods, spine's of crinoids, and spines of archreocid-
aris, In one of these seams there ' were some 
fucoid-like, fiat, curving bodies ranging up to 8 
inches in length, nearly 2 inches wide, and from 
one-fourth to three-fourths inch in thickness, 
elliptical in outline in cross-section, The surface 
of these, when "tched and cleaned by rain, is 
seen to be strewn with black, smooth, shining and 
round needles of pyrites, of a diameter ranging 
from ,02 to 1 millimeter in diameter and from 1 to 
6 millimeters in length, or more, tapering slightly 
to one end. On crushing, grinding and washing 
the body of these stems, small and straight 
siliceous spicules were obtained, of somewhat 
rough outline, measuring about ,02 millimt:ters 
in thickness. Tbese have been identified by J, 
M . Clark as sponge spicules .... ................ 3 
From the different ledges in this quarry, ,but mostly from! the 
loweI1 oourses, there were taken the following; fossils: Archaeoci-
dans edgarensis, ErisocrVnus typws, JJJupachycrinus verrUCOS1tS~ 
Fistulipora nodulifera, Rhombopor-a lepidodendroides, Ambo-
coelia p,lanoconvexa, Chonetes gmnulifera, Derbya crassa, Pro-
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ductus com, P. costatus, P. pertenuis, S eminula argentea, Spiri-
fer cameratus, Allorisma subcuneatum, Chaenomya le(]JIJenwor-
tkensis, Ck. miMleha.ha, Solenomyn ( f ), PiM/a peracuta, Beller·· 
ophon (large), other gasteropods. 
About one-half mile south of Henton there is a small quarry 
which has recently been worked in the base of the bluffs. The. 
section is as follows: 
FEET 
6. Yellow shale . . .. . . ... . ......... . .. .. .... . .. . . . .. . . 2Yz 
5 . Black shale ...... . ..... . ..... . . .. . ....... . . . ....... 1~ 
4. Limestone . .. ....... .. ................•...•.... . . • . 1 
3 . Shale, somewhat disturbed . .. ............ . ...... 3 
2. Concealed , about...... ............ ...... 3 
1. Limestone , one foot exposed, said to be .... . .... . . 8 
The upper four members have been exposed in exploring for 
coal. Another exploration was some time a.go made east of this 
point, back of the bluff. This is reported a.s having penetrated 
. much limestone, but there was no coal. 
II. SECTION IN THE QUARRY NEAR THE ~ISSOURI BLUFFS AT MILLS STATION. 
FEET. 
5. Disintegrated Iimes ~one conta ining Fusuli,za cyli'l-
drica .... .. . . . ...... ......• •. •... . . ............ Yz 
4. Yellow ~bale or disin tegrated limestone containing 
Fusull1ta cylindrica . .... . . ......... . .. . ... . ..... 2Yz 
3 . Limestone. decayed and yellow above, gray and 
sound below . .......... ...... ................... 3 
2. Concealed, probably shale .... .... ......... .. .... .'. 2 
1. Bluish, dark gray limestone .. ...... .... .......... 1 
Ill. SECTION AT THE BIG SPRING IN EAST HALF OF SECTION 10, LYONS TOWNSHIP, 
MILLS COUNTY. 
FEET 
4. Hard gray limestone. . ....•.... .. . ... ....... .. . . . 2 
3. Blue shale .. . . .... ... : .. ... .. .. . . .. ........ . . . . .. . 2 
2. Blue hard limestone ... .... .. ... . ': ........... ... 1 
1. Blue shale . ........ . . . ............... ... .. .. .. . . ... 2 
IV. SECTION IN THE BLUFFS SOUTHWEST OF THE CENTER OF SECTION 10, 
I. YONS TOWNSHIP, MILLS COUNTY. 
FEET. 
7. Bluish gray shale.. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 
6 . Dark limestone consisting of compact matrix con-
taining clean organic fragments, especially spines 
10 G R ep 
of producti. There were also seen in a ground 
specimen vermicular extensions of concentrically 
and irregularly laminated calcareous material. 
Fossils: Amboccelia planoconvexa , Productus sp.. >( 
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5. Blue shale . . .. 
4. Blue limestone, in places yellowish and soft. The 
lower· part containing S)l1ltridasma hemiplicata ; 
Fusulilla cylindrica and an Orthis (?) and clean 
organic fraltments in a fine textured, fragmental 
matrix ....................... . .. . . .. . . ....... .... . IX!' 
3 . Arenaceous and micaceous silt with well marked 
joints, yellow above and bluish green below. A 
sample consisted of well ·assorted quartz particles 
from ooe·eighth to one-thirty-second millimeter in 
diameter, free from finer silt. It apparently con-
tained no fossils, large or small .. . ..... ... . ..... '. 6 
2. Greenish or bluish gray limestone in strong and mas-
sive ledges, for the most part made up of an unas-
sorted m ixture of oolitic grains from 5 to 4 millime-
ters in longest diameter and mostly clean organic 
fragments of all sizes, imbedded in a matrix gf 
occasionally transparent but mostly more or less 
distinctly fragmental and granulated 9alcareous 
matrix. In places the rock is almost perfe~tly 
oolitic. There are a few thin seaQJs of calcite. 
Fossils: Small gasteropods and bivalves, crinoid 
stems, Fistulipora nodulilera, Fusulina cylindrica. 2 
1. Yellow shale ... ..••...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . :> 
Campophyllum torquinum occurs along the base of the out-
crop. 
v. SECTION IN THE BLUFFS IN THE SE. 7<: OF SEC. Ie, LYONS TOWNSHIP, 
MILLS COUNTY. 
F t:'ET. 
14 . . Limestone, oolitic above and compact below...... 3 
13. Gray shale, with two calcareous stony layers respec-
tivt:ly about three and one-half and four and one-
half feet from the upper surface. Fossils from 
the shale: ArchtEocideris (spines), Eupachycrintts 
·verrucosus (plates), Scaopiocn1lus sp . (plates), 
FIstulipora noduli/era. Polypora mbmarginata, 
Productus semireticulatus, P . nebraskensis, DfW-
bya crassa, Spiriler cameratus, Chonetes grantt-
lifera, Bellerophon carbonaria, Pleurotomaria, sp. 
A llorisma ( ?) sp. In one of the stony layers ther ~ 
were abundant individuals of Productus nebras-
kensis and also Derbya crassa and some bryozoa, 
Chonetes granulifera, Discina convexa, Euompha-
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Ius rugosus, M~alina su6quadrata, Myalina recur-
virostris (?), Edmondia sp., Aviculopecten sp . , En-
totium aviculatum, Pseudomonotis kawni, Pinna 
(peracuta.?) . . .. . . .... ... .... . ... . .• .. ....• . . . . . 6~ 
12. ' Limestone ......... . .. . , ....... . . ... . •. • . .. • .. . .. . 1 
11 . Marly gray shale, almost a limestone above . Fos-
sils : Spines, plates and stem joints of crinoids . 
Fusulina cylindrica, RkomIJopora lepidodendriJides, 
AmbociZlia planoconvexa , Chonetes vernt~iliana, 
Produc/us semire~iculatus , P,.oductus sp . , Spiri· 
[erina cristata, Derbya, crassus, denticles of anne-
lids .. .... . ... . ..... . ........... ... .. . . . .. ... .. .. . 
10 . Limestone, with a ba nd of chert. . . . .. . .. . .. .• • .... l U-
g . Sha le . gray and black, consisting of slightly calca-
reous silt, in which have been found some small 
streaks or pockets of coa l. One of these con-
tained a piece of fossil wood with fibro-vascular 
bundles resembling those of ferns. Other fossils: 
Septopora biserialis (/), Amboccelia planoconvexa, 
Pugnax uta, Derbya Crassa, Productus /or.gisPi-
nus, Euompkalus rug osus (?), Sckiz odus (?) , Avic-
ulopecten (/), pyg idium of a small Phillipsia and 
several denticlcs of annelids . . ...... . . •. •.. . ... " 1~ 
8 . Compact white limestone in which a Fistulipora 
nodulifera was observed . It breaks preferably 
along vertical planes , . .. ...• .•• •... . ..........•. 1 
7 , A stratum of highly calca reous shale. . . . . . . . . . .... 173' 
6. Shale, slightly calca reous , containing occasional 
chitinous denticles .. .. . .. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.. ... . % 
5 . Gray limestone , fra gmenta l, some of the fragments 
clean and some covered with an oolitic crust , all 
imbedded in a m a trix of fine tex ture. Foss' ls: 
Fusulina cy;indrica ,Textularia ( ?). Th(; upper 
four iuches consist of a close matting of minute 
tubes of all Ammodiscus with the interstices filled 
with clear calcite ... .... . ..•• . . .• . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 ~ 
4. Shaly limestone changing into rock like that in the 
next number. : . .. ' ,' .. .. ..... . .... . .. . . . .. . ..... . 
3. Strong heavy ledges of yellowish gray limestone 
separated by seams. The ledges vary from 8 to 
14 inches in thickness and encroach upon each 
other by alternately thinning and thickening. A 
polished specimen showed some clean and a few 
incrusted org anic fragments imbedded in a 
~39 
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matrix of finer fragments and structureless ca,l-
careous material. Fossils: Fusulina cylindrica, 
Textularia (?), valves of small lamellibranchs and 
joints of · crinoid stems . In the shaly seams there 
is a smaller amount of matrix which is also more 
argillaceous and the 'organic fragments, consist-
ing of worn pieces ef shells, lie in a horizontal 
position. In these layers Seminula argentea a ni 
Pugnax uta were noted. Fusulina cvlindrica is . 
more abundant in the shaly seams than in the 
limestones . ..... ..... . .......... ... .. .. ... • , . . . .. 4 
'2. Copce,aled. probably in part containing a black , 
nishly fi 'sslle shale (?) ......... .. ...... .. ...... .. 4 
I. Bluish gray shale. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ... . 4 
Tbis section is seen extending along tbe bluff" for nearly 
one-balf inile, wbere extensive quarrying- was caeried on for 
several years. The lower sbale is not all seen l1t one place. 
VI. SECTION EA.ST OF THE CENTE~ OF SEC. 21. LYONS TOWN 3HlP . HILLS 
COUNTY. 
FEET. 
12 . Dark limestone full of shell fragments much weath-
ered . ...•••...•.• .. . .,r. ..... . ..... , . . . . . .. . ' ..... 1 
11. A light gray, calcareous silt with a small admixture 
of fine sand imd of mic'ascales . Fossils: Semimtla 
argentea (small and flattened), Derbya crassa 
and a Bellerophon .(?) . . ... . ... ... ............. .. 5 
10 . ·Gray· limestone , friable and oolitic above, compact 
.below. The oolitic sperules have a thick and 
rough crust and are quite unassorted as to size, 
varying fr.om .2 to 3 millimeters in diameter. 
The matrix. which is sparse, also contains occa-
sional clean organic fragments. A ground speci-
men of t'll\' lower part of the ledge was a white . 
soft and structureless mass, in which lay scattered 
indistinct minute organic fragments and occa-
sional clean brachiopod spines. Fossils: Myali1Za 
recurvirostris and some brlcbiop~d, .. . . . .... . ... 3 1.! 
9. ,Marly white limestone, evidently made up of a fine 
calcareous sand ...•.....••....•• , . ......••...... 
8. A gray shale with two thin bands of soft gray lime-
stone about 3 and 4 feet from the top. This shale 
is somewhat variable in composition, being.moru 
calcareous at some levels than at others, and in 
places presenting :a l'umpy mixture of calcareous 
. and argillaceous mud. The thin ca1canious seams 
are quite structureless but contain ' occasional 
clean organic fragments, among whIch are some 
delicately marked tubules wi h wh 'te walls. 
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Fossils: 7ex:ularia (?), joints of crinoid stems, 
plates of St;aphiocrinus hemisph~riczes, FislitliMra 
nodutifera , Polyopora, sp . , Rhombopora lepidod-
endroldes, Producltes lOllgisPillus, P .prattenianus, 
P . 1zebraskensis, Cho1utes grameliiua ,. D :rbya 
crassa, Myali1za subquadrata, Scldzotus sp. 
Fo~ sils are es~ecially abundant in the calc areous 
layers which contained a Myalin~ rect:rvirostris 
·and· also an Edmondia . . . . ... ..... ..... . . . ....... . 10 
7. Compact, fine-grained, gray limestone, with a six 
inch layer of gray chert in the lower part. irhe 
limestone contains fragments of crinoid stems, 
shells and skel ~tons ·of bryozoa imbedded in . a 
copious , almost strL:ctureless matrix. The rock 
in contact wi th · the chert is a dolomit~, appar-
entlyof the same texture a:s the limestone, but 
when examined under the m.icroscope it is seen to 
be composed of small crystals. The dolomitiza-
tion was evidently effected by the· same condi-
tions that segregated the siliceous material into 
chert. The latter exhibits the same texture as the 
lImestone in which it lies ... .. ... ... ... .. . . ... .. .. 2Y. 
6. Gray, marly shale with a three inch layer of lime-
stone. The uppe r part of this stratum is mostly 
calcareous, impalpable mud with scattered crinoid 
joints and fragments of shells. Fossils: Fusulina 
cylindrica, stems and plates of crinoids, Rhombo-
pora tepidodendroides, DerfJva eras sa . Spiriferina 
cristata, Productus (small), Ambocadia p !anocon-
vexa, Chonetes vernuitiana .. .. . .. .. ... . ......... lY. 
. S. Calcareous, gray shale, or marl, like the above bui: 
more clayey and containing chitinous dentic1es 
and Ammodiscus and other rhizopod . foraminifer 
remains . .. ... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . ... . . .. . •• ..•.... 
4. Black coaly shale only slightly calcareous and con-
sisting fo~ the most part of a fine clayey silt. 
Fine sand is almost absent. Fossils: dentic1es 
of different kinds ... .... . .. ........ . ... . .. :... . . J1 
3 . Compact, grayish white limestone of fine texture 
and having tendency to break along vertical planes • 
. A ·polished specimen shows some minute organic 
fragments scattered through an almost structure-
less ca'careous matrix : Streaks of h'avertine-
liko calcite 09clir in irregular pockets one or two 
inches in length . Fossils: small spires of gas-
teropods and Textularia (?) ..... . ... . ...... .. ... IX 
2. A calcareous sha~ e, black above and yelbw below .. 1 
1. . A light gray l imestone in strong ledges. A ground 
specimen from the upper part was seen to be 
141 
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partly made up of rather imperfect oolitic spher-
ules . These consist of rounded organic frag-
ments, which have become encrusted by a thin 
calcareous deposit. Their sizes range from .3 to 
2 millimeters in diameter. Some are flat. The 
matrix IS in part. clear, translucent calcite and in 
part a white, opaque, and structureless mass . 
A part of the specimen lacked the oolitic granules 
and was made up almost wholly from a m:itrix 
showing indistinct organic particles, and holding 
a few bits of she\1s. Small fissures and irregular 
cavities fi\1ed with clear calcite were frequent. 
Fossils: Fust~lina cytil1drica, Pinna sp. and 
spires of sma\1 gasteropods..... ... ... .. .. ..... .. 4 
The above exposure is in an old quarry where the lower-
most ledges.are now covered with debris and cannot be seen. 
The section is the same as the previous one, but includes two 
additional numbers above, and does not reach as far down. 
VII. SEOTION· IN TaE BLUFFS NEAR THE OENTER OF THE SW ~ OF SE~. 27, 
LYONS TOWNSHIP. MILLS COUNTY. 
F EET. 
4 . Disintegrated, shaly limestone ..... ... . ...... , ..... l Yz 
3 . Limestone with some unassorted oolitic spherules .. 2y. 
2. White marly shale with imbedded organic frag-
ments . Fossils : Fusutina cytindrica, a sma\1 
cyathophy\1oid (worn). plates of Archreocidaris, 
Rhombopora lePidodendroides, Spirifer ? (sma\1), 
Amboccetia planoconvexa, Chonetes . sp. , .. . .. .. o· 2 
1. Com'pact gray limestone with imbedded organic frag-
ments of small size ......... .. . 0 0 ••• •• • , •• •• , .0 .. 2 
E XPOSURES IN AND NEAR THE BLUFFS OF THE MISSOURI 
RIVER, FREMONT COUNTY. 
VIII. SEOTION IN THE BASE OF THE BLUFFS NEAR THE OENTER OF SE~. 
14, SOOTT TOWNSHIP. FREMONT OOUNTY, 
FEET. 
4 . Limestone .. ......... ..... : .. . ... . ... .. .. ......... 7 
3. Shaly material ... ............... . .. .. .. . . .. , .. .... 2 
2. Marly shale with. numerous specimens of D~rbya 
crassa and also Productus nebraske1lSis, P. cora 
and P. pul1ctatus.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1'. . Shaly material . .. . .... .... ' ...... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ 4 
Occasional small outcrops appear north of this place and 
to the south they are frequent. The next section is at a 
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point 'about a half mile farther ~outh, where there is an old . 
prospect pit for coal a short distance to the south of the 
north end of Wabonsie lake. 
IX. SECTIONI IN THE BLUFF NEAR THE SOUTH LINE OF SEC. 14, SCOTT 
TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUNTY. 
F EET. 
8. Limestone of minutely oolitic texture . .. ... ... ... .. 3 
7. Impure limestone containing spines and a jaw plate 
of Arch reocidaris, a small cyathophylloid coral , 
Fusulina cytindrica , Chonetes iranutifera, Spir-
ifer camera/us and Seminula argentea . . . . . . . . . . .. 27,! 
6. A gray limestone in 'strong and massive ledges con-
taining crinoid stems and sparsely studded with 
fossil fragments. There are also fissure-like 
pockets filled with travertine-like, irregularly lam-
inated, calcareous material. These ledges are 
separated by thin shaly seams (b~st seen at 3 and 
4 feet from the top of the number) containing 
many Fusulina cylindrictL' ....................... 11 
S. Gr ay limestone with more frequent fossils .......... . 7,! 
4 Gray shale with bands of black shale containing 
some lamell i branchs, Productus nebraskensis ( ?) 
and an Orbiculoidea (?). Vermicular extensions of 
blue sha le project into the dark bands . ......... l ~~ 
3 . Bluish limestone with occasional crinoid stems. . . . . 1 
2. Shale ... . . .. ... . ....... . .... ·... . . . .... . . l Yz 
1. Coal (reported) .. ...... ... .. ... . . ... .. .. . . .... . .. .. l Yz 
Fire clay . . ... ...... . ..................... .. .. ... . . 
In sectiop. 23 southeast of Lake Wabonsie, there is rock in the 
bluffs almost the entire distance, owing no doubt to compamtively 
recent under011tting of the upland by the river where it followed 
the channel in which the lake or slough has sinoo formed. It 
was thought best to unite all the outcropS! into one sec60n as 
there was no difficulty in referring them to their right position 
relative to each other. Numbers 1 and 13 are both best exposed 
near thel southwest corner of the section, the former in an old 
quarry. The same outcrops have been described by Prof. C. A. 
Whioo* at an earlier time when the beds were better expos'eO. by 
quarrying. His se·ction gives a greater thickness to the lowest 
limestone, and in addition about eleven feet of shale, thin lime-
stone and sandstone which were then exposed. 
*Geo1. of Iowa, C. A. Whit.e, 1870, pp. 353-859. 
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X. GENERAL SECTION IN THE BLUFF IN SEC. 23, SCOTT TOWNSHIP, 
FREMONT COUNTY. 
DllIT. 
13 . Dark bluish .gray, almost black,limestone with some 
irregula'r seams of slndy material and occasional 
sir-uous accretions of black chert. A hand spec· 
imen was seen to consist of a matrix of fine but 
blotchy and variable texture, finer where holding 
mo;>st fossil fragments and coarser where ' these are 
absent: In this matrix are clean and unworn 
fragments of unassorted sizes of shells, crinoid 
joints, spines of brachiopods, small bivalves and 
gasteropods. There are also occasional minute 
grains of pyrites and of siliceous material. I;'os-
sils: Septopora biurialis, Fenestella (?), Rlzombo-
Pora lepidodendroides, Cythere (frequent) and Pro-
ductus tOllgispinus (?) . ..... ..... . .. .. , ........ .. 2% 
12. Shale, gray or almost black above and yellow below. 
Contains many fossils near the middle . In the 
lower part there are · round, yellow, calcareous 
concretions . The bulk of a hand specimen was 
seen to consist of a rather well assorted silt of 
quartz grains, free from clay . It contained thin 
flakes of organic shells, minute chitinous organic 
fragments . The fossils are mostly distorted spec· 
imens of Productus . Myalina, Derbya crassa and 
Seminuta argclltea . . . . , .. .• . . .. . . , , • . . .. . . • .... , . 5 
11. A somewhat disintegrated and soft, yellow, oolitic 
limestone of unique aspect. Two hand spedmens 
were seen to differ chiefly in the quantity of the 
matrix, scanty in one and copious in the other . 
The matrix is compact and in places semitrans-
parent. The oolitic spherules are unassorted, 
ranging in sizl) from 1 to 3 millimeters in diameter, 
The larger ones especially, have a rough surface 
And are generally elongated and elliptical in 
longitudinal section, and also flattened. They 
mostly have a flat shell fragment for a center and 
this is covered by a thick deposit of irregular, 
wrinkled, concentric calcareous layers, rather 
soft. Some were seen to have been fissured as by 
pressure, the fissures being healed with calcite . 
Some dark spherules were also noted, resembling 
organic fragments. The matrix also held unworn 
and clean shell fragments and small spires of gas-
teropods. The mass is cut by minute, healed 
fissures . ... . .. .. .. _ .. , . .............. .. ......... . 
10 . Gray limestone in a single strong ledge, with here 
and there creVice-like extensions of crystalline 
and travertine-like calcareous material. A ground 
EXPOSURI<lS. 
FEET 
specimen was seen to consist of an agglomeration 
of organic fragments of two sizes. The larger 
ones range from 1 to 20 millimeters in diameter 
and are surrounded by a tufaceo.us crust of soft 
calcareous material of ligh t color. These lie in 
a ll attitudes in a copious matrix of smaller en-
crusted organic particles averaging . i millimeters 
in diameter. Bryozoa and joints of crin)id stem , 
were noted ... . ' . . ..... . .. ..... , ...... ' . ... . .. .. , 3 Yz 
9 , Gray calcareous shale with many fossils, such a s : 
Rlzme'npora tepidodmdroides, ' other bryozoa, 
A':c1ueocidaris acuteata, plates 'of Scaphiocrinus 
(?) and Zeacrinus (?) joints of crinoid stems, 
Spirifer cam!ratus, Dielasma bovidms, A mbocrelia 
pta1tOCOnvexil, Chonetes granutifera, D~rbya 
cra-ssa, Productus pu1tctatus, P . semireticutatis, 
P. nebraskensis, P. prattenianus, p, pertmuis, 
Myalina subquadrata, Edmondia nebraskmsis 
(?), Atlori5ma subcuneata, Nucuta beyrichia (?), 
Modiota subetliptica (?), Avicutopecten, sp., 
Schizodus (?), Euomphatus rugosus, BeLterophon 
carbonaria, Murchtsonia, sp., Cythere, sp. 
About seven ' feet below the top of this shale is a 
ledge of limestone one foot thick. This contained 
a fiat fish tooth. A ground specimen of this ledge 
was made up of a spare matrix of translucent 
calcite, in which were imbedded numerous minute 
but delicately marked tubular bodies oE varying 
length and shape ranging fro'm less than . 1 to .2 
millimeters in diameter, some being rounded and 
shott so as to reseml;lle oolitic grains . There are 
also larger rounded alld incrnsted fiat organic 
fragments, some of very dark color, as well as 
some clean thin shell fragments, and entire small 
brachiopods and gastcropods ...... . ... , .. . ..... . 11 
8 . Limestone, with some shale, not well expos~d . . .. 3 
7. Light gray marl with quartz particles of small size. 
When washed it yields fragments of echinoderms 
such as spines of Eociriaris hattiana, joints of 
crinoid stems, spines of various echinoderms and 
brachiopods, chitinous denticles and Cythere . ... 
6 Gray, compact limeston,e in a single ledge, which ha5 
a decided tendency to break along vertical joi nts , 
A' ground specimen is seen to consist of a matrix 
of minute, ill-defined, calcareous particles or 
mud and in this are im bedded a few large scattered 
clean and angular organic fragments. Therd are 
occasional cavities and fissures filled with calcite , 
often laminated like travertine. Fossils: spires ' 
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of small gasteropods and Rlzombopora tepidoden- · 
droides.... .. . . . ... ... . .. . ....... . ... . .... . ..... % 
5. Grayish yellow shale ... .. ...... ..... . .. .... ......... 1 
4 A solid ledge of yellowish gray limestone. A 
ground specimen is seen to be made up of fiat, 
rounded. organic fragments mostly from 1 to Z 
millimeters in diameter lying in a horizontal posi-
tion. There is hardly any matrix but the frag-
ments are covered by an oolitic crust . Fossils 
occ.asionally. seen: Bryoz~a, small spires of ~as· 
teropods and joints of crinoid stems . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3J-f 
3 . Ash gray, shaly marl or limestone, yellow below, 
weathering into fiat chips . A lump hard enough 
to be ground consisted of a marly. dark gray and 
soft matrix, with scattered clean organic frag-
ments, and occasional small grains of quartz. 
Fossils noted : F:,sutina ' cylindrica (gibbous), 
bryozoa, AmlJocrelia planoconvexa, Axoplzyltum 
rude . (?) spines, body plates and jaw plates of 
Archreocidaris, and a foraminifer. . . . . . . . . . . . ••. .. Z 
Z. Strong, yellowish gray limestone, consisting of a 
copious mass of finely fragmental matrix holding 
a few scattered, rather large ~hell 'fragments and 
occasional fusulinas... .. . ........ .. . ............ 2 
1. Solid ledges, from 4 to 10 inches thick, of a gray 
limestone, the ledges running in irregul rly wavy 
courses . ... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
Xl. SElCTION IN A RAVINE IN THE NW. ~ OF THE SW. ~ OF S: C. £3: SCOTT 
TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUNTY. 
"FEE'!'. 
16. Dark gray, rather hard limestone, w~athering 
brown. A polished sped men was seen to consist 
of clean shell fragments from 2 to 3 or 4 millimeters 
in diameter, scattered in clusters iu a matrix 
which was partly transparent. This matrix also 
contains tubular bodies that appear like rings in 
cross section, 1 millimeter in diame ter or less, 
delicately marked. Occasionally cross sections 
of several contiguous · individuals appear like a 
chain . Fossi ·s: Derbva crassa, Fusuti;'a cylind-
rica, lJfyalina recurvirostris and some bryozoa . 
The rock also contains horizontally placed plates 
about 2 millimeters thick of vertical prismatic o r 
fibrous structure. The material in these plates 
is calcite, highly bituminous and of brown color. 
Each prism shows delicate straight lines ' trans· 
verse to the axis of thep'rism . The ' 1ges of these . 
plates are square. They are probably of organic 
origin , as fragments of some broke::! shells . .. -.... 3 
EXPOSURES. 
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15. Concealed (shale , marls and coal) about. : .. .. ... .. 12 
14 Bluish gray limestone of fine texture, with some 
arenaceous material. It has very regular bedding 
planes and is cnt by vertical joints. It contains 
calcareous cone-in· cone structures forming thin 
plates with fine striations o.n the surface. . . . . . . . .. 2 
13. Dark and bituminous limestone .... ... ......... .... 4 
12. A dark' and coaly shale .. . ........ ....... .. . . .. . .. . 2 
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Number 13 in the above is identical with number 13 in the 
previous SootiOD. part of the conee.aled strata are the shales, 
coai and ma.rls described as numbers 21 and 27 in White's sec-
tiODI already referred to and are also to be cOrrelated! with num-
bers 1 to 7 in the section on Indian creek (No. XII). At this 
latter plaice the first s,ix numbers are exposed in aUG about a pit 
made in prospecting for coal. 
XIf. SECTION ON INDrAN: CREEK IN THE SW. XI: OF THE SE. ~.: OF SEC. 14, 
SCOTT TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUNTY. 
10. 
9 . 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
FEET. 
Dark fissile shale . .. . ........... . .... .... . .. . . . ... . 
Limestone of dark color, bituminous, weathering 
to brownish yellow color . When polished it is 
. seen to consist of thin and curved, flat fragments 
mostly in a horizontal position. They have a thin 
white encrusting coat. A clastic matrix is absent 
but the fragments are firm ly held together by what 
appears to b~ infiltered translucent calcite. Some 
hard red grains are to be seen, probably partially 
oxidized ·pyrites. Some siliceous material is also 
present ...... . .. .. . .... ..... . .. ... . . .. . ... . ... 3 
Concealed, probably only . . . .. . ...... ......... : . . .. 1 
Grayish yellow marly material containing a small . 
P"'OdbCtus (lollgispintts ?) joints of crinoid stems. 
Ammodiscus and denticles of annelids . ...... . ... 1 
Black shale ... .. . ..... . ........ . ... . . . . . ..... ..... 2 
Gray or bluish gray marly shale with a small admix -
ture of fine siliceous sand, some mica 5cales and 
fragments of shells : .Fossils: occasional small 
valves of AmbocfElia plallocollvexa, a minute 
ostracod, frequent and well preserve'd Ammodis· 
cus, and a rhizopod like Textularia ......... .. . . . 1}( 
Dark ~hale .... ...... ... . ... . .. ...... .. .... ...... . 
Gray shale ... ....... , .. ............... ........ , .. . 
Coal containing brown flattened macrospores with 
three radiating lines on one surface, about one-
' fifteenth millimeter in diameter . On tbe hori-
zontal cleavage plains of this coal some straight 
, , 
1?:i' 
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thread like impressions were noted resembling 
very slender leaves or stems, .01 millimeter in 
diameter . .... , . ... . .. ........ .. . ..... .. . : ... .. ... (?) 
1. Fire clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . l Yz 
XIII. SECTION OF UPPER PART OF THE EXPOSURE IN' BLUFF NEAR THE NORTH. 
WEST CORNER OJ' SEC. 26, SCOTT TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUXTY. 
FERT: 
4. A dark oluish limestone of tine texture along some 
layers and along other s.eams almost wholly made 
up of very small and thin shell fragments, lying 
flat , barely visible under a good hand lens. Thin 
and wavy plates of cone·in·cone and fitJrous cal-
cite occur in this ledge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
3. Shall' silt............ ..... ... . .. .. ... .. . .. ...... L 
2. Dark gray, in places brownish, limestone , with 
some fo ; sils. A ground specimen is seen to con-
sist of · thin pieces of shells, 1 to 3 millimeters 
. across, lying flat in a sparse matrix holding also 
a few small quartz grains . .. .. . ... . .....•.... . ... % 
1. An arenaceous and calcareous rock of fine tex ture 
and of bluish color, consisting of a si liceous, well 
assorted silt or Eand imbedded in calcareous 
material. It contains frequent specimens of a 
Cythere, also a Fen estella , other bryozoa, a,nd 
fragments of brachiopod shells . . ...... . ..... . . 2Yz 
XIV. GENERAL SECTION OF SEVERAL EXPOSURES NEAR. THE CENTER OF THE 
NORTH LINE OF SEC. 35, SCOTT TOWNSHlP, FREMONT COUNTY. 
FEET. 
9. Blue limestone weathering brown with many joints 
of crinoid ste.ms and broken into a discontinuous 
stratum of small bowlders ...... .. .... ........ ... . (?) . 
8. Chocolate colored, sparingly sandy shale, marly 
and slightly micaceous , containing horizontal 
seams of small calcareous nodules of gray color .. 3Yz 
7 . Yellow marl with small calcareous nodules, about.. 5 
6. Gray marl with many fossils: Ammodiscus, Lvpho · 
phytlum protiferum (?J, Fistulipora 1Iodultlera 
(flattened) , Rhombopora lepidodmdroides, Septo-
pora biserialis, Polypora sUbmatg inata (?) , Fetz-
uteUa (?), Chonetes granulilera, Ch . vernuitiana, 
Spirifer cameratus, ,Spiriferina kentuckensis , Pug-
nax uta, Sy,ltrielasma hemiplicata, Amboccetia 
planoconvexa (both valves), Productus semiretie-
uta/us, Murchisonia (?), Nucula (?), denticles of 
brown color . .... .. ..... .. . ........•••......... 
5. Soft gray limestone with some fossils . In the lower 
part of the ledge vermicular vertica I extensions of 
dark material were noted . The rock contains 
EXPOSURES. 
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clean. organic fragments in an almost strncturel~ss 
matnx . .. ... ............ . .... ... . .. .. .. . . ....... .. 7 
4. Hard blue limestone with many crinoid stems and 
cut by vertical joints. A ground specimen shows 
occasional fnsulina s and clean and also incrusted 
fragments of shells imbedded in a copious dark 
matrix mostly structureless, but also showing 
indistinct small granules. The organic particles 
seem to be indurated, as if by infiltration of 
silica, exposed about. ·.· .. .•.• ..... . . . ...... . . ...... .. . 
(Below this there were some 3 'or 4 feet not ex-
. posed. Most of this space is apparently taken up 
by limestone, which has been quarried and is now 
covered by debris.) 
3. Rf d shales containing fine quartzs and, some mica 
and some calcareous material. The lat' er is 
mostly gathered into gray concretions, less than 1 
millimeter in diameter. .. . ... . . .... .. ... . . .. .... 2 
2 . Grayish blue , finely arenaceous silt with some mica. 
Some seams are hardened by the deposit of a 
strong intersticial cement of calcite ....... . ... .... 6 
1. Red shale . . .... . .. ..... . . .. ... .. ..... . . .. . ..... .. . ~ 
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The above section is not quite continuous. Numbers 1, 2 and 
3 are seen in the bank east of the wagon road, a,nd the remaining 
numbers appear in a quarry in the slope above. About fifteen 
feet belO'W its base there is seen in the ditch along the road lead-
ing west, some twenty rods distant, a limestone which is much dis-
integrated. 
Between the road and the creek on the north line of the north-
west quarter of section 31 in Green township, east of Thurman, is 
an old q'Uarry now concealed. Some blocks of. a sound hard lime-
stone were seeIlJ in the rubbish which was overgrown with under~ 
brush. 
Section XV which follows is seen south of Thurman and in-
cludes two exposures about two-thirds of a mile apart. Numbers ' 
1 to 4 are seen east of the wagon road in the northwest quarter 
of the soothwest quarter of section 12 and numbel's 4 to 6 appear 
in the northwest quarter of section 13, the limestone in both places 
appearing to be the same (number 4). Near the latter place a 
well was made west of the wagon road, and a limeston~ was en-
countered some forty feet . below the exposed sltale. 
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XV. SECTION OF EXPOSURES IN THE BLUFFS TWO MILES SOUTH OF THURMAN. 
FEET. 
6. Bluish .gray sandstone oE fine texture, cemented by 
a crystalline calcareous matrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
5. Gray shale, not calcareous, evidently in part origi-
nally a black shale . . ... . ... ......... .. ... . ... .... 10 
4 . A dark gray, blotched limestone cut by straight and 
vertical joints into large blocks and containing 
numerous spheroidal calcareous lumps about on€. -
fourth inch in diameter. In section is seen to be 
composed of an agglomeration of indurated lumps 
of calcareous mud, of all sizes up to one-half inch 
in diameter and ,of varying color due to weath-
ering. ' The larger of these are tpemselves occa-
sionally composed of agglomerations of smaller 
nodules. SOIpe show shrinkage cracks and fissur·. 
ing. In this mass are a few shell fragments , joints 
of crinoid stems and quartz grains .. . . . .. ....... 3 
3. Soft bluish gray shale (partially concealed) ... . .... '2 
2. Grayish blue sandstone of fine texture and indurated 
by a crystalline calcareous matrix, in straight 
layers below and ripple' bedded above . . . .. .... .. 3 
l. Shale, not well exposed ...... , . ... . .. ... .. . ...... 1 
Concealed ..... . ..... ...... . ..... • .. . .............. 40 
Limestone ..... . ' .......... , . . ...... . . ... ........... 3 
XVI. '_:SE OT [ON IN A QUAR;:1Y EAST OF THE CENTER ,OF THE WE3T LINE OF 
THE NW. ~ OF SEC. 2g, SOOTr TOWNSHU', FREMONT COUNTY. 
FEET. 
2. Gray marl with fossils. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... ........ 1);6 
l. Limestone, blue and hard bel>w, softer, gray and 
more fossiliferous above . In a ground specimen 
the rock is seen to consist of a copious , com pact, 
structureless and dark gray matrix, in which lie a 
few clean organic ~ragments and also some very 
unevenly distributed, oblate or round oolitic grains 
with thick crust. In places the exterior of this 
oolitic crust is replaced by iron pyrites. Fossils: 
Rkomoopora tepidodendroides, Productus costatus, 
P. cora, P. nebraskensis, S eminula argelltea 
(large), Ortilis.? (large), Myalina swallowi, Avic-
uta tonga, Atiorisma subcuneata, Entolium avic-
utatum, Aviculopinna ame1";Cana, Spkaerodoma 
primogen1us ... . ... .. : . .. .... . ...... . ........... 2 
XVII. EXPOSURE IN THE ROAD NEAR THE EAST LINE OF SEC. 6, 
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUNTY. 
FEET. 
2. A decayed limestone originally dark in color and 
containing sand and mica scales, being largely a 
mixture of encrusted shell fragments and calcare-
ous mud .... , ... .. ... ... . " . .. : ............ " ... ".. ~ . 
l. Gray shale, originally dark ... ....... ........... . .. 2 
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Xl'u r• GENERAL SEO:rIO:'< OF THE EXP03UR"J:S NEAR THE HIGH SCHOOL IN ' 
HAMBURG. 
FEET. 
7 . Gray shale, somewhat disintegrated and leached, 
glvlOg no response to acid and evidently origin-
ally dark, containing disc-shaped concretions of 
iron pyrites about an inch in diameter and a f~w 
thin seams of arenaceous material abQve. When 
washed it yielded brown scale's of rho~boid form , 
some fine , tubular and j ointed bodies and a 
rhizopod resembling a textularia . . . .... ...... ... . 15 
6. A dark gray, arenaceous limestone with occasional 
scales of mica . On a polished ~urface the sand 
grains were seen to measure fro~ one-eighth to 
one-fourth millimeter in diameter. In the main 
it is breccia of organic fragments with a sparse 
matrix , one-half of the bulk of the rock consisting 
of orga nic fragments more than one millimeter in 
diameter and surrounded with a crust of structure-
less material. There are also some imbedded 
minute tubules about one millimeter in diameter. 
Occasionally there are imbedded lumps of lighter 
color . Fossils: Bryozoa, fish teeth (?), chitonous 
denticles of small size, and poorly preserved speci-
mens of Ammodiscus ... _.. ...... .. .... ... ... .. . . t( 
S. Gray, calcareous and arenaceous shale . . .... . . .... . )( 
4. Bluish gray rock consistiJ,g of fine sand and organic 
calcareous fragments slightly encrusted. . . . . . . . . . 7:\" 
3 . Shale ....... . ..... .. ... . ...... ... . .... .. . .... .... . 4 
2 . Fine-grained, blue sandstone with a crystalline 
calcareous cement and showing ripple marks .... . 2 
1. Shale, micaceous, arenaceous and ~lightly cal-
.careous, exposed .. . ...... .... ......... .... ... : .. . 
These exposures are somewhat scattered, some being seen on 
the street north and some on the street south of the high school 
grounds. A ledge of limestone waR also seen below the bluff to 
the north near some wells which furnish part of the city water. 
This probably corresponus with number 6 in the above section. 
SECTIONS IN THE UPLANDS EAST OF H~MBURG. 
XIX. SECTION IN THE CREEKS IN SE. ~ OF SEC. 13 AND ADJOINING 
QUARTERS OF SECS. 18 AND 24, TWO MILES EAST OF HAMBURG. 
FEET. IN-" 
CRES. 
26 . Gray shale, not calcareous, composed of fine 
silt and .containing very little arenaceous ma-
terial ... ... . . . . ....... . .. .... . ......... ... ... 7 
25 . Dark gray marl, composed Illrgely of minute. 
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F EET. I N-
CH ES . 
.organic fragments. F.ossils: Rkombopora lep-
idodmdroides, Amboccelia planoconvex a, A m-
modiscus ( ?\ and minute c.onical fluted fi sh 
teath, rh.ombddal , br.own , small but thick 
enameled fi sh scales (measuring .one· third mil-
limeter acr.oss), spines and flakes.of brachi.opod 
valves . ...... ... ...... ... . .. . .... •... . . ... . 
24. Dark, alm.ost black, arenace.ous limest.one. In 
a p.olished specimen it is seen t.o c.onsist .of a 
matrix .of fine calcareous material mixed with 
fine quartz sand and a few mica scales. In 
this are embedded numer.ous w.orn fragments 
.of shells and .other animal remains, and als.o 
.occasi.onal lumps .of greenish clay and caka-
reous material. All.of the fragments have a 
m.ore .or less calcare.ous, accret ionary crust. In 
_ s.ome cases the fragment is small and the crust 
thick s.o as t.o -make true .oolitic sperules with 
.organic centers. J.oints.of crin.oid stems .occur. 
S.ome .of the calcare.ous lumps are a half inch 
in diameter - and have c.o r-centric layers ' sur-
r.ounding a dark structureless center sh.owing 
healed shrinkage cracks. The shell fragments 
range in size fr.om 2 t.o 10 millimeters . F.os-
sils .oqserved: De~byacrassa and Rkombopora 
/ePidodendloides ... . .. . . ... . . ...... . ... . .. . . . 
23 . Fine-grained, bluish and micace.ous sandst.one 
weathering t.o }ell.ow and br.own. The sand 
is cemented by a crystalline calcareous matrix . 
The sand is well ass.orted, c.onsisting m.ostly 
.of grains ranging fr.om .one-f.ourth, t.o .one-six-
teenth millimeter in diameter and with angular 
c.ont.ours. A few grains have a green c.ol.or. . lO 
22 . Micace.ous and arenace.ous, grayish blue silt .or 
shale.of finer texture than the previ.ous number, 
and lacking the calcare.ous cement, but .other-
wise .of simila r c.ompositi.on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
21. Seam.of sandst.one like number 23.. . . .. ... ... . 6 
20 . Blue shale like number 22 ....... ... ....... .. ... 2 6 
19. Ripple bedded sandst.one like number 22. . . .. . . 8 
18. C.oncealed .. . . ... . . ... .. ....... .. . . . ... .. .. ... . 
17. Gray shale . . .... . . . .. . . . ... . .... .. .... . ... .. .. 4 
15. Dark, shaly and s.oft limest.one m.ore indurated 
ab.ove and s.ofter bel.ow, filled w .th f.ossils and 
c.ontaining bits .of black w.o.ody tissue. In a 
p.olished specimen it is seen t.o c.onsist of an 
unass.orted mixture .of clean shell fragments 
.of all sizes and impalpable calcare.ous mud. 
SEOTIONS. 
FEET. I N-
OHE~. 
There is a lso a very small a dmixture of minl1te 
quartz particle.s and some granules of pyrites of 
iron. Fossils: Derbya crassa, Pleurotomaria 
per/ltI."erosa.~ Spiriler cameratus, Productus 
punctatus, P. semireticulatus, P. longispintts, 
P. costatus, Chonetes g ranulifera, Amboca!lia 
planocollvex'a,Macrodontenuistrlatis(?)Edmon-
dia llfb,'askensis (~) Mia /ina, Nucttla (?) Schi-
zodus (?) Rhombopora lepidodtnd, oides , joints 
of crinoid stems, chitinous denticles of anne-
lids and calcareous tubules. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15. A pure coal with black streak and with thin hor-
izontal seam s of charred woody fibre. When 
g rou nd it yields frequent macrospores, flat -
tened, brown. two-thirds millimeter in diam-
eter with three radiating ribs on one face. 
At the outcrop the thickness is only. . . . . . . . . . 2 
14 . Yellowish , evid·ently somewhat weathered fire 
clay, seen.. . . . .... . . . .. . .. . ..... ....... . .. . 
13 . Concealed... ... . ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .... .. . . .. . .. ? 
12 . Shale, highly weathered a nd includin g above 
some in distinct, highly disintegrated layers o f 
g ray , yellow limestone or m arly beds . . . . . ... 22 
11 . Dark limestone, easily broken and conta ining 
many fossils. When gronnd and polished it 
is seen to be a n organic breccia with a some-
what copious and dark arg illaceous matrix . 
The shell frag ments are clean and somewhat 
ronnded by attrition. It contains horizontally 
pla ced thin seams of brownish and vertically 
fi brous calcite. Fossils: Joints of crinoid stems, 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides, other bryozoa, 
Produclus nebl'as/u11sis. Bdlerophon mont/orti-
anus, Schizodus (apparently several species), 
dentalLUm (?) and AmmodiSCUS . . ... ... . . .... T 
lO. Dark shale ..... .. ... ....•. . . ............ . . .... 3 6-
9. Dark, almost bla'ck limestone. In a polished 
sample it is seen to be. an unassorted shell 
breccia, in which the matrix is very sparse . 
The fragments are clean. and mostly unworn . 
Mingled with these are some round lumps of 
compact , apparently clastic, calcareous mat,,-
rial. Throughout the mass there are small 
tubules from .05 to 2 millimeters in diameter, 
curved and sometimes placed side by side in 
rows, or other g roups. Granules of pyrites 
occur . When crusbed and washed the rock 
yields some smalllamellibranchs . ... ...... . . . 3 
11 G R ep 
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FEET. T~­
CHB.3. 
8. Dark bluish shale, weathering to yellow ....... 3 
7. Concealed, probably shale, about, . . . .. . ' . ...... :5 
6. Grayish, light cJlored limestone. On a polished 
surface it is seen to consist of a copious, al· 
most structureless and compact matrix which 
is fissured hy many minute joiots healed with 
calcite as if incipiently brecciated. In this 
matrix are held frequent fusulinas and a few 
scattered sht:ll fragments of abou t the same 
size. Fossils: Joiots of crinoid stems, fium-
tina cylindrica , Rhombopora lepidodmdroides, 
Product us semireticulatus . .... . ....... .. . .. . . 2 
5. Concealed . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . 
4. Limestone, yellowish gray, very much decayed 
above. A sound hand specimen exhibited a 
texture and structure like that in number 6, 
except that it contained some lumps showing 
a lighter color than the rest of the mass. Fos-
sils: SePtopora biserialis, Fistulipora noduli-
[era, Fusulina cyli1ldrica (long and slender), 
jaw plate of Archreocidaris a nd joints of cri-
noid s tems . . . ...... .. . ........ .. . .. .. .. .. . ... 4 
3 . Shale, dark bluish gray below and yellow above. 
a sample fro'm the lower part contained a few 
mica scales and was also calcareous . . . ....... 8 
2. Concealed . ........ . . . . ..... . ........ ... .. . . . . 4 
1. Greenish, dark gray limestone with many fusu-
liaas and con3isting of a copious matrix of fine 
texture containing unassorted organic frag-
ments. Fossils; crinoid stems, some bryo-
zoa, sma]! gaqte-opods, Fusulina cylindrica 
(long and slender, sometimes twisted, forms) . 
Numbers 1 to 4 appear in a creek a little south of the center 
of section 13, close to the wagon bridge. Numbers 6 to 12 are 
seen about a quarter of a mile farther up in the same creek, at 
successive points<. Numbers 14 to 17 outcrop close to the west 
section line in t.he creek in the southwest quarter of t.he south-
west quarter of section 18 (Tp. 67 N., R. XLI W.); and nnmbers 
18 to 25 appear in a t.ributary from the south in section 24 (Tp. 
67 N., R. XLII W.). Though separated by a distance of about 
a half mile it is quite evident that they occur in the succession 
indicated. 
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XX. OUTCROP UNDER THE BRIDGE ONE·QUARTER OF' A MILE WEST OF THE 
. SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 18. MADISON TOW NSHIP, 
FREMONT COUNTY. 
The following outoro'P is prohably included in the highest 
number of the preV'iosus section. 
FEE1.', 
3. Dark compact lime. tone with clean shell fragments, 
only loose blocks seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . .. . . 
2. Concealed ....... ..... . .. . . . ... .. ....... ... . .... . . . 
l. Blue shale, free from calcareous material and con-
taining no fossils ..... .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
XXI. SECTIONS IN TWO WELLS IN T HE S W. ~ OF SEC. 1, TP. 67 N., R. XLII W. 
BTidgcs' lVell. 
FEET. 
3. Drift and probably shale ....... . .......... . . ..... 39 
2. Disin tegrated lim estone 'with Prpductus and other 
fossils, about .. .. . .. . ......... ............... .. .. . 1 
l. Coal, about .... .. .. ...... .... .. .... .. ............ . I %, 
"['eMillan's Well. 
FEET. 
2. Drift . .. ........... . . .... . .... .. . .. ... ....... . .. . .48 
l. Blue sandstone of fiDe textu re with some shale ..... 8 ? 
Bridge 's well has its curb about ·fifty feet belQw McMillan's 
well and the coal which was exploreu there no. doubt lies some dis-
tance under an arenaceous rock which was penetrated near the 
bottQm Qf Bridges' well. BOoth of these wells' are near the south 
line of the section, and the latter is fa,Iihest to the east. . Another 
of Bridges' wells , is on higher ground about SO feet above his 
lower well. The sectiQn Qf this one is as below: 
xxn. tlECTION OF BRIDGES' UPPi<:R WELT", IN TH e: SW. 1/4 OF SEC. 1, TP. 67 N. , 
R. XLII W. 
FE'ET. 
7. Drift.. .. . . .. .... . . .... . . .. . . . . . . . . ....... 30 
6. Shale . .... . . . .• ... . ... . .. . •..... . ... . ... . . . .. . .. . 12 
5. Coal ........ . . ; . ... ....... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ...... 1,Yz 
4. Shale ........ . . .. .... .. ....... : .............. .. . 5,Yz 
3. Limestone ............. .. ....... ........... .... 1 
2 . Shale with some seams of limestone ...... . ... .. .. . 24 
1. Limestone .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
The elevation of the curb of this well is about 1,030 abQve sea. 
level, or about 130 feet above the bottoms to. the west.. 
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XXIll. SECTION ON MILL CREEK N I':AR THE CENTER OF TH E SW, X O~' SEU, 
83, RIVERTON TOWNSHIP, F REMON'r UUUl'ITY, 
F EET. 
9 , Shale, yellow a nd weathered. ", . . . , "", .. :, ...... 10 
8 . Three or four ledges of solH and strong limestone 
separat~d by seams of greenish shale . One of 
the ledges from the lower part of the number is a 
gray roc k and contains copious cl:an fragments 
of crinoid stems, brachiopod shells and pla tes and 
spines of E rlcldaris ' la UatlUS (?). One of the ledges 
' above is unique in structure~ It is'harti and white , 
a nd is composed of thin and rounded fragments 
of shells, all horizont a lly placed . They measure 
fro1)'1 1 to 2 millimeters in width, a nd lie embedded 
in a matrix of clear crystall ine calcit". The frag-
ments themselves appear as if consisting of the 
same m ateri a l, their outlines merely being marhd 
by thin white lines . Occasional specks of iron 
pyrites appear , -00, one surface of this ledge 
were noted : Myalina swaUowi (?) AviculopeCletl 
wlliteyi and BeUe1ophon 11larcouanus . , .. .. , , . , . . . 3 
7, Yellow, slightly ocherous marl , or decayed lime-
stone ,." , ....... ,., . " . , .. . " . ... . . . ... . . ... "., 2~ 
6 . Blue calcareous sb'ale with yellow blotches and small 
compact concre tions 'above, Qrganic fragments 
and some sand gra :ns occur . . . .. , ., .. , . " " , . .... 4 
5. Concealed, probably limestone, abou t ..... , .. " ... 2 
4 . A thin seam of soft sandstone composed of fine 
quartz grains, well assorted, with some mica. . ... )4; 
3 , Friable and somewhat shaly silt with some seams 
very micaceous ' ,' . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... . , . , ' 4Yz 
2 . A fine-grained and ' micaceous saadstone fi rmly 
cemented by crystalline calelte', varying in color 
from bluish gray to brown, and containing occa-
sional small joints of crinoid stems . .... " " ., .. , . 2 
1 . Bluish gray shale interbedded with reddish arena-
ceous seams, somewhat micaceous . . Large and 
ramifying calcareous concretions are lodged in ver-
tical or inclined joints which appear on the exposed 
surface , .... , .. , . . . .. .. ' . . ... ' ..... .... , 8 
SCA TTERED EXPOSURES. 
The narrowing of the Silver creek bottoms south and west of 
Malvern indicates the presence of bed rock. It rises above the 
level of the bottom in some places along the bluffs in section 5, 
Tp. 71 N., R. XL W., ann limestone has been quarried at a few 
points, including the place where the following section was ob-
served. 
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XXIV. SECrION NElAR TilE B!\'NK:S OF ~ILVI']R CRE';;K ONE·TIlIRD MILE WEST OF 
TIlEl OmrER. OF SECrION 0, WHrrE OLOUD TO iVNSHIP, MILLS COUNTY. 
FEET. 
6 . Marly shale. . . .. . .. .......... . ............ . ....... Yz 
5. Grayish, cream-colored, fusulina limestone in three 
or four strong ledges. The fusulinas with some 
large sized fragments of shells, lie imbedded in a 
matrix consisting of a compact mass of minute 
fragments of organic material. About 14 inches 
below the top of this number it contains a layer 
of black and in places gray chert, with the same 
texture, including the fusulinas . Fossils: Fusu· 
tina cylindrica, Svri1lgopfJra, sp., a smallgastero-
pod and a .small cyathophylloid . coral. (This 
number is largely removed by cavern erosion . 
The walls of the old caverns are in places covered 
by a stalactitic crust, and the cavities are filled 
with bluish cavern clay) .. . . .... ... . . .. .......... 6 
4. G rayish blue, compact limestone, h a ving some 
fragments with oolitic crust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % 
3 . Concealed . . . .. .. , ...... . .... . . . .. ... .. . : ......... . 2 ' 
2 . A yellow limestone, breaking into thin, small, ' 
irregula r slabs from one to three inches in thick-
ness. It is composed of a compact matrix of 
calcareous mud, in whicQ are imbedded clean 
fragments of cr.inoid stems , bi t~ of shells and a 
few bryoz()a and Fusutina cytindrica . ........... 2 
l. Limestone, quarried, )Jut now cl1ncealed, about. . .. 3 
In the bed of Spring Valley creek a short distance to the south 
of the center of the north line of r:;ection 36 Rawles township, 
Mills county, some limestone was once quarried. The section is 
as given below. The quarry is now covered. The upper ledge 
iE said to have been scored, the striae bearing in a northeast-
southwest direction. Some rocks heautifully scored' from this 
edge may yet be seen in the cellar of Mr. J oh n W. Glynn's 
house. 
XXV. SECTION IN SPiUNG VALLEY OR!<]EK, IN SEC:. 35, RAWLES TOWNSHIP, 
MILLS OOUNTY. 
FEET. 
3 . A da rk bluish compact limestone contain ing some 
clean and some encrusted organic fragments of 
varying sizes, among which some small spires of 
gasteropods a nd some joints of crinoid stems were 
noted . Loose pieces of fusulina b ~aring rock 
were observed . . .. . . . . . . ... . . ............. . .... .. l }i 
2 . Shale, dark, not well exposed .. . . . .. . .. . ... . ...... 2 
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FEET. 
1. Compact, yellowish white' limestone with irregularly 
tubular and fissure ' like ramifying cavities, averag-
ing one millimeter in diameter and filled with clear 
calcite, The rock consists of minute organic 
particles among which are numerous curving 
tu buIes , less than one-tenth millimeter in diameter , 
Along some irregular, streaks the rock is quit~ 
opaque and white, but otherwise like the rest in 
structure', These strt'aks are trenchantly marked 
off from the rest on a ground surface ", .... "". 1~ 
XXVI. SECTION IN AN OLD QUARRY ON PLUM CREEK IN THE SW 7.i: OF SEC, 17, 
GREEN TOWNSHIP, FREMONT COUNTY, 
FEE1.'. 
2. Grayish yellow marl containing fragments of Septo-
pora biuriaits, spines of various kfhds, joints of 
crinoids and small oval shells of some ost r.acods .. 3 
1. Yellowish white limestone consisting of a ma trix of 
minute organic fragments with oolite incrusta-
tions. In this lie imbedded larger oulitic sperules 
with centers of dark organic fragments sur-
rounded by thick crusts of concentric layers, 
The largest measure 2 millimeters iu diameter, 
The rock is cut by some minute fissures healed 
by crystalline calcite . , ...... , ...... , ... .... .. . . 2 
The quarry has been abandoned and is now almost wholly 
covered by wash from the' creek. The above section lies about 
:fifteen feet above the water in the creek. 
Correlations.-On comparing the sections just described it 
will be seen that V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and X are composed of 
the same limestone with the same shales overlying in V, VI and X. 
Sections I, II, III and IV probably underlie these, the latter at 
no great distance belO'W. Numbers 4, 5 and 6 in XIV al'e per-
haps identical with the lower main limestone in V and VI. Num-
ber 9 in XII and 16 in XI are identical. Number 8 in XXIV is 
probably the same as 4, 5 and 6 in XIV. NUiffiber 15 in XIX and 
number 2 in XII are apparently equivalents, and as 4 and 6 in 
XTX resemble 1-4 in X, the exposures in the region around Ham-
burg, which are represented by 12-26 in XIX, probably, overlie 
all of the rocks exposed in the country north of Thurman. The 
limestone neaJ.1 Malvern, seen in sedioin XXV, is identical with 
the main limestone east of Wabonsie lake, 3-5 in V. A general 
section for the two counties would hence be about as follows: 
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Oo:ological S~CtiOIli>. 
GENERAL SECTION. 
GENERAL SECTION. 
FEET. 
8. Shliles, with one or two thin seams of limestone 
(19-26, XIX) """"""" ' '' ' " " "" "" " ", 20 
7 . Limestone and some shale (3-9, X II )... ... . ... . ... 5 
6. Co~l (2, XII, 15, XIX) ..... ..... ..... ..... .. . .. .. 1~ 
5. Shales with some thin seams of limestone (7,8, XV). 30 
4. Two or three ledges of limestone with some in ter-
bedded shale (10 -14, V, 5-10, VI) ....... . ....... 15 
3 Limestone in strong quarry ledges (3-5, V, 1, VI, 
1- 4, Xl .................... " """''' ........ , 12 
2 Sandy shales with seams of limestone (Ill and IV) 10 
1 . Limestone (I and I [) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Total. .......... ""'''''''''' . ....... . . .. 101~ 
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Number 3 in this general sectiO'n is the equivalent of the prin-
cipal quany ledges at:'.-Iacedonia in Pottawattamie county and 
n'umbers 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the equiyalents of the upper part of 
the section in the bluffs below Nebraska City, Nebraska. The 
coal, number 6; is probably no,t the Nodaway. At least it differs 
from this in always containing a no1'3Jble' number O'f macrO'spores 
which the N odaw3JY coal ' does not. 'rIle limestone in V, VI, VII 
and VIII is believed to be the equivalent of numbers 1-3 in 
Meek's RO'ckBl].lff sections in Nebraska." TlJ,e entire section, in-
cluding all the GGal Measure rocks eXPO'sed in thE! two counties·, 
belO'ngs to the Misso.urian stage, and presumably overlies the 
N O'da,way beds of the same stage . 
Geographical Conditions: Pattna (mel Plom.-T'he geographi-
cal conditions under whieh the MissO'urian deposits were laid 
down are to be made out rrom the physical charadeI' O'f the bed;,; 
themselves as well as from the plant and animal remains which 
they contain. These indicate, off-shore conditions" such as pre-
vail on a continental shelf, alternating with more shallO'W' and less 
O'pen waters. A considerable part of the shales contain fine, are-
naceous material such a.s is co'P,uuon in the _ deposits O'ut Gn a 
continental shelf. The limestones indicate a still more open sea. 
The coal seams and the black and clayey shales, O'n the other 
hand, were 13Jid dO'wn in lagoons ni'ar the shO're. Plant remains 
a re rather scarce even in connection with the -coal seams, which 
themselves have a small development. The presence of FllSlll-
• Report on t,h c Paleont.ology of Eu.'5 t (,l'll N ebras ka, F. B. M( '(-'k , p . 95. 
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ina" of Ammodiscus, of other foraminifera . and uo less the 
abundance of echinoderms and especially crinoid remains, 
testifies to the presence of deeper waters at intervals. Below 
is given a classified list of the fossils noted. 
Ferns, wood and macrospores . 
PROTOZA. 
Ammodiscus . * 
Fusulina cylindrica. 
Textularia .f!. 
Rhizopod (plates). 
Rhizopod (tubes) . 
SPONGES . 
.sponge (undel). 
COELENTERATES. 
AxophyUum rude. 
. Campophyltum torqt~ium. 
·Cyathophyllum (small). 
Lophophvtlum proliferum. 
ECHINODERMS. 
ArchlZocidaris aculeata. 
edgarensis. 
Archreocidaris (spines.) 
Archreocidaris (plates). 
Archreocidaris (jaw plate) . 
Eocidaris hatlia1la. 
Erisocri1lus typus. 
Eupachycrinus verfflCOSUS. 
Scaphiocrinus (plates). 
Scaphiocrinus hemispherica . 
Zeacrinus (.P). 
,Crinoids (stems). 
. Crinoids (plates). 
BRACHIOPODS . 
Amboc(Elia planoconvexa. 
. c.Jtonetes gra1lulilera . 
vernuiliana . 
PLANTS. 
ANIMALS. 
Fistuliopra noduli/era . 
Polypo,.a sUbmarginata . 
RllOmbopora lepiaode1ldroides . 
Septopora biseralis. 
Syringopora. 
Bryozoa (undet) . 
ANNELIDS . 
Annelid denticles. 
GASTEROPODS. 
Belterot>hon carbonaria . 
marcouatzus. 
montfortanus. 
Bellerophon (undetl. 
Dentaliulll. 
EuomphalttS rl~goSttS . 
Murchisonia . 
Pleurotomaria perlmmerosa. 
Pleurotomaria (undetl. 
Sphaerodoma primo/renius . 
Gasteropods (undet) . 
LAMELLIBRANCHS . 
Altorisma subcuneatum. 
Allorisma (undet). 
Avicula longa. 
Aviculopeclm whiteyi . 
Aviculopecten (undet). 
Aviculopinfla americana. 
Che1lomya leavenworthensis . 
minnehaha . 
Edmondi~ nebraskensis. 
., Foraminifer!:' are present in the entire rection of these two cQnntiE's, more or less frequenily. 
:~ae~;~~t:e J~~~~~~ aS~e~~~~~~rs:a;~tsbeenT~~b~:lJe :O°D~~ ~Y S~~~~~t!h~f Kij~~~:~:: 
Germany, who has identifted two species ot Ammodiscus belonging to the subgenus p:)8Jll. 
mophi., and an E<ldothyra. probably identical with Enduthv1'a parva Moll. Dr. Schellwebl 
-reports I hat one of the species of Pdammophis resemble:i P. i,tversus, LJut the shells have a more jrregular structure. In the quarry northwest of Bartlett the u oper part of one of the ledges of 
limestone con":!i!'lts of a felt of tihe irrelnllarly curving tubular shells of this species, the interstioes 
having been .tilled with a transparent nard matrix ot' ca. .cite. This layer varies from three to .tive 
inches in thickness and runs the whole length of the quarry. It was a.lso noted. in the same ledge 
... bout four miles farther sou th. 
Chonetes (undetermined). 
Derbya erassa. 
robusta. 
Dielasma bovidens . 
Orbict,loidea COllvex a. 
Drthis (undet). 
Produetu~ eora. 
costatus. 
tongispitl1ts. 
neb ras ke1lsis . 
pertenuis. 
pratteniam,s. 
putzetatus. 
semiretieutatus . 
P~oductus, (undet). 
Pug naxuta . 
Seminuta argentea . 
Spiriler cameratus . 
Spiriferina eristata. 
kentuekietlsis . 
Syntrielasma hemiplieata. 
Brachiopods (undet). 
BRYOZOA. 
Fenestella . 
ORET AOEOUS. 
Edmondia (undet) . 
Eutolw", aviettlatum. 
Macrodon tmuistriatus (.') : 
Modiola subelliptiea. 
lJlyatina reeurvirostriS. 
subquadrata. 
swatlowi. 
Myalina (undet). 
Nueula beyrieltia (?). 
Nucula (undet) . 
Pinna peraeuta . 
Pseudomonotis hawni. 
~chizodus wneeleri (.~) . 
Schizodus (undet). 
Soleno;:nya (undet). 
SOletlOpsis sotenoides. 
Lamellibranchs (small ). 
OSTRACODS . 
Cythere (undet). 
Ostracods (undet) . 
Phiilipsia (undet ) . 
FISHES. 
Fish scales . 
Fish teeth (conical). 
THE CRETA,CEOUS. 
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After the Coal Measures had been laid down ~he bottom of 
the sea was elevated and became land . . This condition appar-
ently prevailed during the greater part of the Triassic and Ju-
rassic ages, for no deposit.s of this time occur here. The lands 
formed from the Coal Measure sediments were then subjected to 
erosion and how much of the original formation was carried away 
cannot now be told, but a thickness of EOlle hundreds of feet may 
very well have been removed. The conditions were again reversed 
at some time during the Cretaceous age and th~ region was sub-
merged anew and covered by sediments of a new sea. These 
later deposits are quite different in appearance from the older 
.and resemble. in this country the Dakota formation of the Western 
Plains. 
During the T'ertiary age, after the sea for the last time disap-
peared, the Cretaceous deposits were in their turn caJ'ried away 
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and all that. now remmn of them are a few remnants of the lowest 
part of the fDrmation. 
There is no doubt that small patches. of Cretaceous deposits. 
lie under the drift in several places on the uplands, where they 
cannot now: be seen. Sand and soft" sand-rock" have been found 
under the bowlder clay a mile east Df Emerson. Anothtr well. 
in the west bluffs of the Nishnabotna west of Henderson pene-
b 'ated SOiIIl.e gravel which may havf: been of the same age. On 
the eroded surface of the limestDne in the qualTy at Henton there 
are seen some disintegrated lumps of a brown sandstone which re-
sembles the Creta,ceous in appearance. It contains almost ex-
clusively well rDunded pebbles of qual~tz and chert.. Blocks of 
the same conglo'lllerate, 'always highly ferruginous, occur asso-
ciated with small exposures of Coal Measure rocks two miles 
farther south and have again been noted on top of these older 
rocks east of Waoonsie lake in sectlon 23, Scott township, .Fre-
mont county. 'fhe clay which fills the caverns in the limeS'tone 
south of Malvern is probalJly also of the same age, and the same. 
may be said of a highly disintegrated, ferruginDus and soft clayey 
rock resting. on the eroded surfact~ of the Coal Measure rime-
stone southeast of the center of sectiem 13, Tp . 67 N., R. XLII VV. 
While the age of the small outcrops enumerated a,bove must. 
be regarded as. uncertain, the Dakota sandstone can be positively 
identified in twO' exposures in Mills county. One of these is in 
the low slope of the east bluffs of the Nishnabotna ~ little SQuth 
of the center of the northeast quarter of section ' 22, two miles. 
soutli of Henderson; and the other is haH a mile distant, north-
east of the southwest corner of section 14. Sandstone was quar-
ried fo~ many years at the former place, but the quarry is now 
partly filled. The face of the quarry appears to' have been about 
ten feet high. The rock is a gray sandstone in heavy ledges, in 
places yellow or even brown. It breaks with equal readiness in 
aU directions. Where the rock is hardest, the sand grains are 
held together by an opaque, white, thin layer of siliceous cement 
which apparently is a, product of interstit.ial leaching- and re-
deposition. The solvent effect of underground waters -are seen 
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alsO' in the absence of the ferruginouS! cementing, material which 
is CQmmon in the DakQta sandstone elsewhere, and which makes 
the sandstQne in sectiQn 14 almost black. In the quarry in sec-
tion 22 the yellow 0'1' .red Qxides of irQlll colQr the rO'ck in places 
where perculating water has not had free passage, as along sha.ly: 
seams and in cQncretiO'ns. At the base of the quarries the sand-
stQne rests on gray clay, Qr is interbedded with this, and on the 
faces of SQme ledges there are marks which shQW hQW the twO' 
kinds Qf sediments, while yot in a plastic slate, have been worked 
intO' each other and broken intO' lumps which have slid into new 
positiQns, evidently under pressure of superincumbent sediments. 
The sediments are of the littoral kind: mud, sand and gravel 
alternating. It is the first deposit of the advancing sea. The 
gravel is well worn, and consists la.rgely of the most resistant' 
material of the underlying: Goal Measure rO'cks. NO' limestone 
fragments were seen, but in Qne block were some angular cavities 
which might have contained chips of such rock, afterward re-
moved by solution. A study of several lots of pebbles of various 
sizes show that the larger ones are mostly made up of chert from 
the Goal Measures and this O'ften cQntains silicified fragments 
of fossils. Most Qf the finer materj'al is CQmmon quartz, as may 
be seen in the follO'wing table, which is based upon observations 
of several hundred pebbles and grains of the conglomerates and 
sandstonts. Evidently the larger fragments are nearly all de-
rived from the local rocks, the more resistant material of the 
Missourian. 
TABLE SHOWING AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS AMONG 
FRAGMENTS OF SUCCESSIV!;; SIZES IN THE CRETACEOUS ROCKS 
NEAR HENDERSON, row A . 
Avera/[c diameter of fragments in mil/imetrf s, I 8-4 
I PER MATERIALS. CENT . 
Black chert . ... • . . ' . , ' ... . .... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
White chert. . .... . .... . . • . .. . . . ... . . . .. .... 27 
Shale . . . .. .. ... ... .. . ...... . . . . . . ....... . 3 
Clear quarlz .... . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... . . . .. . . ... 3 
White or yellow quartz .... . . . . . . .. . ... . . . ... . 22 
Pi uk colored quartz.. .. . ... .•. ... .. .. . . . . ... .. 8 
4-~ 
PER 
CENT 
7 
27 
2 
25 
29 
10 
~-1 
PER 
CENT . 
5 
5 
o 
57 
23 
10 
1-Yz 
PER 
CENT. 
1 
1 
o 
82 
14 
2 
Chert of b nth kinds" ... . ,. " . , . ... . . . . '. , .. . 6
3
43 3
64
4 -910 1-928 
Quartz of all kinds .. .... , ... . 
--~.-~ 
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The concretions already referred to are remarkably like those 
occurring in the Dakota sandstone of the West. They are more 
numerous in . some of the ledges, than in others. On one blook no 
less than seventeen were counted on a surface of' one square foot. 
They 'are usually spherical in' shape, but in a lot of fifty, six were 
double and dumb-bell shaped. In these one of the pair is always 
slightly smaller than the other. The spheres range in size from 
five to fifty millimeters in ~iameter. In a lot of fifty-five the 
different sizes were represented as follows: 
Sizes i1t millimeters . j 5 j 6.1'0 I n'15116' 20 j 21.25/26.30 131.35136 40 141.45 150 
NUt~~~r o~f d~ff~;:~~ I I I I I I I I I I sizes, ............ 1 4 11 12 12 5 5 2 1 1 
The interior of most of them consists of sand grains of the 
same kind as in the rock outside, with a loose packing- of yellow 
ochre or clay, probably a residuum after pyrites of iron. In other 
cases the center consists of a Jump of clay. 
In section 14, northeast from the old quarry, the rook is 
brown, and in places almost black, sandstone with a conglomer-
itic layer on top. It is cut at one point by old worn joints into 
long. and narrow blocks. A thickness of only a feW' feet is ex-
posed and the ledge runs for some rods at the foot of the slope. 
No fossils occur at either of the two outcrops. Their age has 
been sufficiently discussed in the reports on the adjacent counties. 
They evidently belong to the same epoch as the Dakota sandstone 
of the Plains. 
Erosion Initerval:-After the Cretaceous sea had disappeared 
the land was a.gain subjected to erosion during the T'ertiary age 
and reduced! to the present level of the bed rock. A considerable 
thickness of the latest sediments may thus have been washed 
away and als'O a part ofl the Coal Measures when this' period 
was brought to a close by the coming or the ice age. 
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Pleistocene. 
Ante-Glacial Silt (~).-During the glacial period the land in 
this region was covered by a great continental glacier, which 
formed a heavy deposit of bowlder clay. Under this clay lies in 
some places a silt, which frequ.ently is highly calcareous and in 
other respects also seems to be closely related to the drift. Sand 
and gravel . is occasionally associated with this silt and inter-
bedded with it. In one plaCe a tUDnel-like hollow in the silt is 
seen to be filled with sand. This is in the Misouri river bluffs a 
little south ofJ the center of section 32, Oak township, Mills 
county. In other pla,ces it has been much affected by water, 
which has percolated through porous strata and deposited white 
calcerous flour and sometimes a dark ma:terial like wad. An 
instance of this appears in the base of the bluffs a little east of 
the center of the north line of section 5, Plattsville township, 
Mills county. It is here regularly laminated and gradoo ~bove 
into a loess-like material. Below it is variable in color, chang-
ing from gray to green, purple, yellow and almost white. At an-
other place in Mills county it appears to have been broken up 
or kneaded into irregular lumps, which are separated by seams 
of other clayey material: 'This was noted in a fresh excavation 
seen north of Henton station during the summer of 1900. 'The 
section was as follO'Ws: 
FEET. 
10. Loess . .. .... . . . .............. . .. . .. .. ... . . .. . . ... . 5 
9. Pebbly drift, somewhat disturbed . .. .... .... .. . . . . 3 
8 . Chocolate colored clay or silt.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
7. Alternating laye,rs of fine silt and yellow clay with 
lumps of soft white calcareous material ..... .. . . . . 2 
6. Fine gray silt ... . .. ... .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . ~ . . ....... . 1 
5. Fine gray sand with white concretions of calcareous 
matter . . . . : • ... ... . . . . ..•. . . . . .. . ..... .. . .. . . . ... 4 
4. Yellow clayey sand . . . . . . . . ... . .. .. . . : . . . . ... . .. . .. • % 
3. Gray cross· bedded sand .. . . .... . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. 4 
2 . Brown mortar rock (Cretaceous?) . .. ... .. . ........ 2 
1. Limestone (Coal Measure· ) . . .. ... ..... .. . .. . .. , . .. . ? 
The dividing pln.ne between the silt and the bowlder clay at 
this place was irregular and not unlike an unconformity, but as 
the bowlder clay was evidently disturbed by settliDg, the two ' 
may very well have been conformable originally. 
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The pebbles which occur in this silt and sand are mostly cher t 
and of the kind found in the sand c,f the present Missouri river 
and it is possible that it may be a river silt of preglacial age, 
but judging ±'rom general appearances and from its association 
with the glacial drift the present writer is inclined to the view 
that it was made contemporaneously with tl1e glacial drift, and 
probably at a time when the great river and the ice were con-
testing the ground. A somewhat different view is taken by Prof. 
J. E,. Todd, who has made many observations' on the same silt 
in this region. As it resembles the ante-(immediately preceding) 
gJacial silt noted in other parts ot' the state, that des,ignation is 
here retained. 
The Bowlder Clay.-There is hardly any evidence a;s to whether 
the bowlder clay of these two counties belongs' to one and the 
same ice invasion or to two or more. Exposures, are few and in 
digging wells the bowlder clay is u~ually found to be quite con-
tinuous below the loess down to the bed rock. It ccmtains no well 
defined sheet of sand or other de.rnarkations. The lower part is 
usually dark 'and contains pieces of wood and fragments Gf coal, 
like the Albertan drift farther: east. The upper part is more 
frequently yellow and weathered like the Kansan drift. Probably 
both 'are present, although there is no way of definitely distin-
guishing the one from the other. Occasionally wells have gone 
into yellow and almost red, oxidized drift under the dark bowlder 
clay, but such changes may very well hlLve been caused by local 
underground leaching and oxidation. 
Much of the bowlder clay has been l,"emoved by post-glacial 
ero'sion, as can be made out from the topography of the region, . 
and the erosion has been most effective to the west where the 
thickness of the bowlder clay is least, averaging perhaps only 
about sevellty-five feet. On going away from the Missouri the 
thickness in0reases and along the east side of the two counties 
it is as much as 200 feet in some places and averages at least 
150 feet. Most of what is known about the bowlder clay in these 
counties has been learned in making deep wells. One such well 
was recently made at Tabor by Mr. D. L. Horne of Gretna, Ne-
braska, who has kindly furnished a' record of the material ex-
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plored. This record , w hieh may be regarded as typical, is as 
.follows : 
FE .. ;'!'. 
7 . Top soil .. . : . . .. . . .... . . . .. .. .... ... ... .. . . . . ..... 3 
6 . "Clay" (loe~s) with water below .. . .. .. . ...... . . . 80 
5. "Hard pan" (glacial till) with some sandstone and 
water below .. . . . ........ . .. . . . . .... ..... . . .. .. .. 77 
4 . Sand, hard, with water ...... . ... . . . . . ..... . .. . . .. iO 
3 . "Sea mud" (glacial silt ?) . .. ..... . • .. . • .. . . .. . ... 42 
2. Lim.st.me with some ~hale . . .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 35 
1. • 'Slate" and a thin seam of coal. ... . . . .. . . .. .. .... 15 
The erratics of the drift are of the same character as in P ot-
-tawattamie county. Large bowlders are scarce, very few more 
thun three feet in diameter having been noted. It is not without 
interest to note that a piece of copper, weighing a half ounce, 
was found in heavy quicksand 220, feet below the surface in a 
'well made near the center of the northeast quarter of section 18 
in Rawles township, Mills county. It illustrates the wide dish"i-
bution of the reeks of thp Superior region over the area of the . 
..drift. 
The Gumbo.-In some places the bowlder clay is overlain by a 
reddish yellow, clayey deposit, more or less like the loess but 
less porous, owing to the presence of a fine, ochreous, intersticial 
material. This g,umbo is always thoroughly leached, never cal-
·careous, 1mt in some places it contains scattered pebbles. The 
latter phase was observed near some of the remnants of flat up-
lands southeast of Minneola. The transition from thi80 gumbo to 
the loess above is usually well maJ.'ked, as may be seen at Emer-
.son north of Riverton, and a.lso around Malvern. The gumbo is 
probably an old 10eso5, in places mingled with sediments in for-
mer ponds or lakes on the old! drift plain. At other points it is 
p robably composed of old alluvial deposits. 
THE LOESS . 
The loess covers the uplands almost everywhere and is also to 
be seen on all aJluvial terraces. Only where the upland slopes 
are quite steep does the bowlder clay come to the surface. The 
.average thickness of the loess i80 estimated at about sixty feet, 
.hut in the bluff of the Missouri river a,nd for two miles east, it 
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frequently attains a thickness of a hundred feet and is oc('asion-
ally 150 feet. This marked thickening causes an ill defined ridge 
along the west border of the uplands in some places but it has 
been so greatly affected by erosion that it now exists merely as a 
skeleton of divides among labyrinths of gullies and ravines. On 
alluvial terraces the deposit is far less heavy, ranging from five 
feet on the lower terra.ces to thirty O'r forty feet on the higher 
ones near the bluffS! of the Missouri. 
In its structure the loess is of the common type, a highly por-
ous, dust like deposit, grayish yellow toward the Missouri river 
and more yellowish farther east, fracturing most easily vertically 
and horizontally and when undermined always breaking so as to 
expose vertical walls. Ocasiona.lly it contains ocherous seams 
on the uplands and these have a tendency to confO'rm somewhat 
in their course to the surface of the land. Calcareous concre-
tions are common in many localities but they are mostly of slilall 
, size and irregular shape in these counties. 
A singular structure, which the writer has previously observed 
in Pottawattamie county occurs here also. It consists of fluted 
ho.rizontal shearing planeI'!. SU,ch shearing planes were noted 
in the lower part of the loess in the wagon road leading up the 
bluff north ot' the East Ni·shnobotna, north of Riverton, and on 
the side of the wagon road running north and south near the 
center of the east line of section 31, Tp. 73 N., R. XLII W. Their 
direction at the latter place is N. 25 0 W. The most extensive 
development noted is at the foot of the south bluff of Keg creek 
in Glenwood. In Hall's brick yard flutings are seen in the clay 
pit and appear again to the northeast in several places. Their 
direction varies here at different points, N. 68 0 W., E-W, W. 7 0 
S, having been noted. 
An instance of a pebble-bearing loess occurs in the bluffs just 
north of Henton. A vertieal wall about twenty feet high is ex-
posed. The upper one-third of this loess is quite typical in its 
aspect and carries the common loess pulmonates. This changes 
below into a sandy deposit mingled with loess, pebbles and some 
broken' shells of land snails. The pebbles are confined to an 
irregular seam or streak. Below this is again a loess-like, gray 
IowA. QYOLOGICAI. SURVE Y. PLA.TE VII. 
, 
Loess ridge and alluvial plsin ot the Missouri,rlver west of Hamburg Photo by H. H. Stich. 
l:5 kttr-, k.. ?c.gc f61c\ ~ 
p, I fo 'i ( v, ,,) . 
T /lust-Ya.f1 on ~a cc s 
\ --' liYB (v./3) 
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material separated by wavy, joint-like lines into laminre about 
one-half inch thick. Below this. the talus conceals the section, 
which however appears to contain some bowlder clay and gravel. 
An examination of the pebbles showed that many of them were 
scored and that in other respects they resembled unworn and 
fresh pebbles of the glacial drift of the region. The limestone 
pebbles are mostly from Coal Measure strata. The following 
table shows the proportions in percentages of the different kinds 
of rocks which are represented in the different sizes of about 250 
·pebbles examined.· 
ONE INCH IN DI- ONE-THIRD INCH ONE· NINTH INCH 
KIND OF ROCK. AMETER; FRIt-QUEI<CY IN 
PERCRJ;i1T. 
IN DIAMETER; 
FREQUENCY IN 
PER CENT . 
IN DIAMETER; 
FRRQUENCYIN 
PERCENT. 
Quartz. ..... ..... ... .. .. . 2 3 10 
Granite ................. 10 13 15 
Greenstone .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 5 2 1 
Hornblende rock.... .. .. 0 0 2 
Schists ........... ~ ...... 5 2 1 
Jaspili!e.............. ... 2 0 0 
Diabase. .... .... . . .... 26 17 10 
Quartzite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 2 
:Sioux quartzite. .. . ... . .. 3 1 1 
Dolumite . ....... . ; . . . . . . 5 8 5 
Chert.... .. .. . ... .. . .... 3 5 6 
Limestone.. . . . . . . . . . . . • • 33 42 44 
Clay ironstone . ... ... . ... 2 1 0 
Cretaceous . . .. . .. .. . ... 2 2 3 
Silic lied wood.... .. ... .. 0 1 0 
Sandstone ... ...... ..... ............. . .... ................ ; . 1 
At the foot of the loess bluffs northwest of Hamburg a ~oess­
like talus was seen in which with occasional land snails some 
broken valves of a unio were noted. Such loess has also been ob-
served by Professor Shimek east of Hamburg and it probably 
represents material which has been formed comparatively reo 
cently. The same may be said of some loess.in the vicinity of 
Glenwood, where ancient potsherds have boon found seve,"al feet. 
under the surface on low uplands. 
The fossil silails of the loess are not quite as numerous as in 
Pottawattamie county. The collections which the present writer 
made have been submitted to Professor Shimek, whOse report on 
these and on othersoollected ·by himself in this parl of the flt.ate 
'Compare lows Geol. Surv. Vol. XI, p. 258. 
12 G Rep 
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i£ appended. In two places vertebrate remains have been discov-
ered. Bones of a mammoth were exhumed from the lower part 
of the loess a.t Malvern in grading for the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy railroad. The excavation was made in 1879 on lot 
327, at the ·crossing of First avenue and Railway street. There 
were three teeth, part of a tusk anJ two long bones,. The other 
locality is in the southernmost point of the bluffs between Keg 
creek and . the Missouri bottoms, east of Pacific Juncticn. In 
grad~ng the railroad some bones of nn elephant or of a mastodon 
were unearlhed near the base of the loess:. As, fossils of. the loess: 
must perhaps also be included 9ccasional potsherd and flint im-
plements" which have been noted in the vicinity of Glenwood. 
They are reported to have bee,n taken out from a few feet below 
the .surface om sOme upland s,lopes' and ridges and they are of in-
terest as indicating a recent origin of the upper part of the loess 
depos~t. 
REPORT BY PROFESSOR B. SHIMEK ON THE l!'OSSILS FROM THE LOESS OF MILLS 
AND FREMONT cd UNTIES. 
Professor U dden submittedJ six collections of fossils for exam-
ination. Three of these are from Mills county, and three from 
Fremont county. The writer of this ' supplementary report also 
oollected fossils; in several lo'calities in and near Hamburg, in 
Fremont county. The several lists follow: 
1. From ba.se of loess in bluff of Kelly creek, one quarter mile 
south of Glenwood, :Mills county. Professor U dden. 
HeJicina occulta Say, 1*. 
Leucocheila laltax (Say) Try, 1 
Bilidaria armifera (Say) Sterki., 1. 
Zonitoides arboreus (Say) Sterki., l. 
Pyramidula striatella (Anth . ) Pils, 1. 
Helicodiscus linea/us (Say) Morse, 2. 
Succinea avara Say, 1. 
Succinea,t 2. 
2. Exposure three miles south of northeast corner of section 
31, Oak township, Mill~~.county. Professo'r U dden. 
'These numbers indicate number of specimens collected of each species. 
+ These collpctions contain a number of larger Succiness, some of which at'e certainly _So ovalis 
Say ~.comJJ,lonly known BS S. obli!lua) and others quite as c1early S. gro8venorii Lea.. There are, 
. however, small or broken specimens which cannot readily be separated, and they are h.er e 
r eltQrted,collective\y as Succinea. '. 
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Helicina occulta Say, 1. 
Valtoniagracilicosta Reinh. 2. 
Bilt"daria pentod01t (Say) Sterki, 1. 
Pyramidula striatella (Anth .) Pils, 9. 
Pyramidula shimekii (Pils) Shimek, 2. 
Succinea avara Say, 3. 
Succi1lea, 7. 
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3. Base of loess, Missouri river bluffs one-half mile south of 
Henton, Mills county. Professor Udden . 
.fIelicina occulta Say, 4. 
Poll/Jyra leai (Ward) Pils, 2. 
Vitrea hammon1s (Strom), Pils l. 
Pyramidula aiterternata (Say) Pils, 2. 
PY"amidula striatdta (Anth.) Pils, 1. 
Succinea, 1. 
The remaining specimens are from . the follo<wing Fremont 
county localities: 
4. Terraces (1), base of Missouri river bluff near north line 
of northeast quarter, section 2, Scott to~hip . . Professor U dden. 
Polygyra multilineala (Say) Pils, 5 . . 
Zonitoides arboreus (Say) Sterki, 1. 
Pyramidula alterna/a (Say) Pils, 1. 
Pyramidula stria/ella (Anth.) Pils, 1. 
Helicodiscus lineatus (Say) Morse, 1. 
Succinea retusa Lea, ? l. 
LimnaJa humilis Say, 1. 
5. Base of Missouri river bluffs, wes,t of Hamburg . . Professor 
Udden. 
Helicina occulta Say, 1 . 
Helicodiscus lineatus (Say) Morse, * l. 
Succinea avara Say,S . 
Succinea, 7. 
6. Exposure in northeast quarter, section 6, Washington town-
ship. Professor U dden. 
Helicina occulla Say, 7. 
Vallonia ,fJraciticosta Reinh, 1 . 
PyramiduJa striatella (Anth.) Pils, 4 . 
Pyramidula shimekii (Pils) Shimek, 1. 
Helicodiscus linea/us (Say) Morse, 1. 
Succinea avara Say, 2 . 
SuccinetL, 7. 
A snail's egg appearing like that of pyramidula striatella . 
--.Th- Is- .. -p-p-e .. -rs- to- be" modern ble6ched shell. 
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The writer's collections were made in the years 1890 and 1898 
in the immediate vicinity ofl Hamburg1 Fremont county. The 
several lists, with brief discussions of 1000lities, follow: 
7. An exposure in the brickyard east of the Nishnabotna river 
contained fragments of Unios only one of which, ObliqUMia re-
flexa Raf. (formerly known as U'YIIio cornuti) was identifiable. 
The deposit was only a few feet above the river, and showed 
evidences of redeposition. Two small exposures near the brick-
yard, and but little higher, contained the following fossils: 
Bifidaria fJmtodon (Say) Sterki, 3 . 
Pvramidttla strialeU,t (An,th.) Pils, 1. 
Pyramidttla shimekii (Pils ), Shimek, 1 . 
ValloJlia gracilicosta Reinh , 1. 
Helicodiscus tineatus (Say) Morse,!. 
Spkyradium ~dentttlum alticola (Inger) Pils, l. 
Succinea a'vrJra Say, 10. 
Succitua, 4. 
, Liml1a:a humilis Say, 1. 
Unio--unidentifiable fragments. 
, As noted, these deposits are but little elevated above the river, 
and are not typical upland loess. 
8. An exposure at the bas'e of the Missouri river bluff north-
west of Hamburg. This exposure was but little elevated above 
the broad Missouri river plain, resembling No.7 in this respect. 
Heiicil1a occuUa Say, 14 . 
Polllgyra leai (Ward) Pils, 2. 
Leucocheila faltax (Say) Try, 4. 
COCh ficopa lubrica (Miill) , I, 
HeticodisClts litteatus (Say) Morse, 2. 
Succinea ovalis Say (= Jbtiqua) , 2. 
Succinea, 4. 
Unio fragments , 
' 9. A great loess-covered ridge extends southwardJ, between the 
Nishnabotnaand Missouri valleys, and terminates abruptly in 
Hamburg. Near its southern extremity, at a point about thirty-
five feet above the river plain, near the schoolhouse, an exposure 
yielded the following fossils': 
Polygyrs mu/tilineata (Say) Pils, 1. 
Polygyra kirsuta (Say) Pils, 1. 
Succinea J[rosvenorii Lea, 3. 
Succinea avara Say, 1. -
He,icina occuUa Say, 3. 
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10. An exposure at the top of the Hamburg ridge about 150 
feet above the river plain. The ridge is fully exposed on the south 
and west to the winds which sweep across the broad valley of the 
Missouri river, and its materials in this eXPQsure show a consid-
erable admixture of fine sand. The fossils which were obtained ' 
by digging are here listed. 
Helicina CCC1tlta Say,S. 
Bifidaria (Jent~on (Say) Sterki, 2. 
Vertigo bollesi~na (Morse), 3. 
Polygyra multitineata (Say) Pils, many. 
Cochticopa tubrica (MUll), 5. 
Pyramiduta shimekii (Pile) Shimek, 1. 
Sphyradi1tmedent"t1tm alticola (Inger) Pils 4. 
Succinea, many. 
In addition t.o these numerous other specimens were piled up on 
ilie surface. Some 0'£ these may be loess fossils, but most of them 
are clearly modem shells. They are the following: 
Pyramiduta striatella (Anth) Pils, probably fossil. 
Vallonia fi racilicosta Reinh, not fossil. 
Leucocheila fal/ax (Say) Try, ::ot fossil. 
Heticodiscus linealus (Say) Morse, probably not fossil. 
Succinea g rosve1lorii Lea, not fossil. 
Vltrea hammonis (Strum) Pils, probably recent. 
Zonilaides a,boreus (Say) Sterki, probably Jecent. 
Quadrula undulata (Barnes) Baker, better known as 
Unio plicat1ts Kust. A well·preserved valve, one and three-
fourths inches long, and fragments of another, were found 
on the surface. They are probably valves of the same 
young shell . The valve is incrusted in part with calcium 
carbonate. 
It is interesting to note that these recent species, are aU repre-
sented in t.he loess of the same region, with the exception ' of the 
Unio, which, of course, did not live on the ridge, but was brought 
to'. it from one o~ the 'adjacent streams. 
The occurrence 0f fluviatile bivalves in some O'f these exposures 
is of interest. It Will be noted, however, that in every case the 
exposure is, lO'w, within easy reach of flooded adjacent streams. 
Some shells are frequently embedded in ice,and during- floods in 
the spring are deposited above the ordinary level of the stream. 
Moreover, muskrats frequently carry mussels to' some distance 
from the water. The writer has seen a orow carry Ii. small mussel 
to a point more than fifty feet ·above the Iowa river. The presence 
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of these shells, few in number and ll1t low levels in deposits which 
have been subject to overflow, adds nothing in support of the 
theory that the main body of the loess, was formed in water. !AJ 
similar mussel-bearing deposit at Sioux City has been known for 
some time. At both localities the deposit is unlike ordinary up-
land loess, and has probably been re-arranged by water. No mu.s-
sel-shells were found in the collections submitted by Professor 
Udden. However, in the set marked No.4, which is: from a ter-
race at the base of a bluff, a Limmea and a specimen of SuccineaJ 
retusa are found. The first is a pond snail, the second, not sat-
isfactorily identified in its fragmentary condition, a marsh species. 
Both now live in the region, and neither indicates general aquatic 
conditions. It will also be observed ,that one specimen of Limnrea 
was also found in the brickyard exposure, No.7, associated with 
the mussel fragments. 
All the remaining species in the several lists are striotly ter- . 
restrial, o£ the usual type found in the loess', and with three ex-
ceptions the species norw live in the bluff region between Council 
Bluffsl and Hamburg, as: the writer has ascertained by personal 
investigation and as noted, some are now found: on the Hamburg 
ridge. The three exceptions are H elicina occulta, Pyramidula 
shimekii and Sphyradium edentulum alticola. These are all up., 
land terrestrial species, now living in other parts of the country, 
and the two latter belong to the dry western regions. Where any 
of these terrestrial species show variation from ordinary easterly 
types, it is o:li the same charter as. that exhibited by the modern 
• shells of the same region. For example, Polygyra multilimeata as 
found in loess o:li the region under discussion, is the small, ratheI1 
heavy, c.oarsely ribbed form, often without color-bands and 
fine revolving lines, which commonly occurs in the west in open or 
upland country. The Succineas are also of the smaller westerly 
type. ValltJnia gracilicosta is a western upland species . 
. The inevitable conclusion drawn from these fossils is that the 
deposit in which they are imbedded was fonned! under conditions 
not materially different from those which prevail in the same 
. region today. That the amount of material carried by winds is 
sufficient for the formation of such a deposit was amply demon-
strated, not only during the two visits to Hamburg, but upon every 
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one of the numerous, summer and autumn excursions which the 
writer has made to the Missouri river in Iowa and Nebraska. 
JJ.et storms which blot out the landscape by the mass; of whirl-
ing, blinding dust are common, and even ordinary winds carry 
columns of dust from the sand and mud bars of the Missouri to 
heights far above the bordering hills. During the low water stage 
in summer and autumn the bars are of great extent and contribute 
large quantities of :fine materials to the adjacent hills, where they 
are retained by the vegetation which covers the hills. 
In the light of the evidence furnished by the fossils' it is useless 
to search for causes and means of' loess deposition which would 
postulate conditions differing; in any important particular from 
those which now. prevail in the Missouri river region. 
The Alluvium.-Though the alluvium deposits are extensively 
developed in the drainage valleys opportunities of studying ex-
posures of their deeper pa'rts are wanting. The material whiCh 
appea,r,g in the stream banks is mO'stly :fine yellow silt, evidently 
derived mainly from the upland loess, with some sandy layers at 
distant intervals. Often the upper four or five feet consist of 
a black muck on, the larger flood plains. But the alluvium ex-
tends considerably below the beds of the streams a.:nd at greater 
depths contains' layers of sand and gravel as well as beds of old 
soils now buried under from twenty to thirty feet of1 the more 
recent aUuvium. In thewest part of Thurman such an o"ld soil ' 
is frequently found in digging wells. On the bottom lands in 
the East Nishnahotna well makers report going through a few 
feet of black soil and below this about twenty feet of yellow clay 
silt. Below this! there is' some five or ten feet of, :fine quicksand 
and about :fifteen feet o£ blue clay, under which is a white or gray 
sand, often with some gravel. The latter usually conta,ins water. 
This succes'sion may be regarded as typical of the bottoms of 
both of the Nishnabotna rivers. In the bottoms of the Missouri 
river the alluvium is known to have a depth of not far from 
eighty feci farther north, and it probably has the same depth 
here. Where the bluffs recede from the river and the bottoms 
have not been subject to destruction and reconstruction by recent 
meooders low alluvial fans have in many places been built up 
by the streams which come down from the uplands and there 
, . 
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may be a; gradual rise of; the alluvial plain toward the bluffs of 
as much as thirty or even fDrty feet.. In Dne of thes(; alluvial 
fans near the village of Knox charred wood and some animal 
bones were once found in an old soil at a depth of about t.wenty-
five feet under the present surface. 
Calcareous Tufa.-Some heavy deposits of calcareous tufa 
have been formed in the base of the bluff,s of the Missouri. One 
of these deposits occurs near the county line along the road east 
and north, of Buckingham lake. ' It forms a bed sOome five feet 
thick and lies ori a; gravelly silt. In places it is impregnated with 
wad, which makes it almost blac~. In constructing the road it 
has been brDken up into large blocks which have been thrown 
aside. The other locality is a little southeast of the center of sec-
tion iO, Lyons tDwnship, Mills county, where large springs issue 
frDm under the drift, here resting on, the Coal Measures. A mat?s 
of coarse tufa eight feet high runs for a distance of abDut 200 
feet along the foot Df th~ bluff. 'Some' tufa was also found in a 
ravine east Df WabDnsIe lake and thiscDntatnS fine imprints Df 
leaves,. It is hardly neceSE'ary to. add that all of these deposit.s 
were very recently fDrmed by wat.er:::: issuing from the drift back 
of the place where they now lie, and that in some instances they 
are still forming. 
Geological Structure. 
If th~ writer's correlations' of the ledges of the Missourian are 
correct there is a gentle general dip to the south of not more than 
thr.ee feet per mile. Probably there is also a similar dip to the 
west. 'The evidence is not cDnclusive. In some shales in a ra.vine 
in the nDrtheastquarter of the northeast qualier of section 24, 
Tp. 67 N., R. XLII W., two sharp but small folds were observed 
involving a few feet of the rock in such a way as to produce two 
overthrusts. T'hese were a few rods apart. 
Scorings. 
Scorings made by the ice which deposited the bowlder clay 
have been noted in ttiis ten"itory by Professor Todd. The pres-
ent w'riter observed some additional scorings not previously 
recorded. One locality is near the sDutheast corner of section 
22 in Glenwood towllship, Millsl county, about 150 feet southwest 
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. of the bridg,e across Keg creek. They are seen on a low ledge 
of limestone in the west bank of the creek and: run S. 12 ° W. 
and S. 14 ° W., with 3J length of about forty feet. On top of the 
limestone in the bluffs in sectiO'Ils 10 and 15 in -Lyons township, 
Mills county, scorings are frequent. Their bearings were noted 
in several places as follows: S.29° W., S. 34° W., S. 33° W., S. 
25° W., S. 29° W., S. 27° W. On a ledge ofi rock which is now 
concealed, in the south bank of Spri.ng Valley creek a little south 
of the center of the south line of section 36 in Rawles township, 
Mills county, fine planing and scoring was observed many years 
ago by the quarrymen and some specimens a,re found on rooks 
taken from the quarry at this place. The striations are said by a 
man who worked in the quarry to have"a northeast-southwest 
trend. 
A most peculiaJr, ins,tance of scorings! on the upper surface of 
a black shale was observed at a small· quarry about o!l1e-half mile 
south of Henton in the base of the bluffsi.The shale is the up· 
permost of the Missourian at this place and is overlain by a dis-
continuous, thin layer of bowlder clay on top of which loess 
rests. A finely striated horizontal plane separates the bowlder 
clay and loess from the shale and the strire bear, S. 7° W.,straight 
for several feet. .A hundred feet to the norlb the same shale 
is cut by a shearing plane almost as perfeclly planed and scored, 
the strire running S. 50° W. This plane is gently inclined! to 
the west. 
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Building Stone .. 
Building stone is; scarce in this region and most of that used 
is at present imported. There are . nevertheless a few: quarries 
from which cons!iderable l'ock may yet be taken out. The largest 
is: in section 16, Lyons township, MillS! county, in the bluffs of 
the Missouri river. The limestone ledges at this' place have al-
ready been sufficiently described. The lower ledges furnish a 
strong and durable building stonE:' which was formerly- exten-
Hively quarded and used in the construction or bridge piers and 
inriprapping1 embankments of railroads along, the river. Sev-
eml acres of the ledges were removed, . but as the face oil the 
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quarry receded the stripping became more expensive and quarry-
ing on a large scale WillS abandoned several years ago. This illus-
. trates the condition of almost all the quarries in both counties. 
The most easily worked ledges have been removed and those 
which remain require heavy stripping' before they can be quar-
ried. The sandstone of the Gretacevus south of Henderson is a 
strong and durable building stone and it seems that some of these 
ledges might be worked quite inexpensively. At present quarries 
are O'})erated only occasionally in these counties. 
Coal. 
The seam of coal which appears in the bluffs east ·of Lake Wa-
bo~$ie and in the uplands; ·east of 'Hamburg is reported as having 
been twenty inches thick in one exploration pit in secti<m 1, Tp. 
67 N., R. XLII W. It is of a good quatlity and lies near the sur-
face. It does not seem improbable that some workable pockets 
may be found under the uplands northeast OD Hamburg, and pos-
·sibly alsq pn the west side of the Nishnabotna river, but as the 
seam lies above the general level of the eroded surface of the Goal 
Measures it is certa~n to nm out against the overlying drift and 
be absent on most of the land. As the seam is thin and as most 
of it has been washed away explorations must be expected to meet 
with failure in most instances. 
Clay Industries. 
The production oft brick in Fremont county amounts to about 
four million and in Mills county to nearly twp million in a season, 
eight :firms being engaged in thIS industry in the former and three 
everywhere the material used. Mr. C'. vV. Carman, at the latter 
place, uses a leached shale from the Coal MeasUl'es in vario~s 
proportions with the loess. Mr. T'. S. Hall of Glenwood is the 
in the latter county. Excep/ting one :firm in Hamburg, loess is 
only maker of bricks used for paving and these Illre loesS' bricks, 
burnt hard and culled from the comm<m. Open kilns are used 
in all the yards and Missouri coal is the fuel most generally em-
ployed. Very little of the product is exported. The detailed 
statements for each manufacturer are given in the follO'Wing 
table. 
CLAY INDUSTRIES. 
N AME OF (lWNER AND 
tOCA..TION. CLAY USED. I 
'I 
QUANTITY I I BOW DRIED. OPEN OF PRODUCT NUMB R 
KILNS. - COMMON IOF )fEN 
BRICK. EMP'YD. 
C. W . ('armAn, Hamburg.... L oess and shale .. Shed dried. 
Fred Johnson, Hamburg ... . ... Loess..... .. ...... Shed dried. 
A.E.andA P . B'own, Hamburg Loess .. . ..... ..... Sun dried 
John J ohnson, Riverton ...... : Loess ............ Sn.d dried. 
X. Stone, Malvern .. ...... ..... Loess and soil.... Shed dl~ed. 
John Weatherhead, Tabor ... 
T. L. Hall, Glenwood ........ .. 
J . W . McMullin, Emerson ... . 
S. O. Carter, Sidney . ...... .. .. 
D. C. Johnson, Sidney. .. ... .. 
Iowa Institution for F eeble-
Minde .l Children .. . ....... . 
TotaL ...... 
Loess .. .. " . ... . . 
Loes..q. . .... . 
Loess wash . .. . . ,_ 
Loess ........... . 
Loess . . ... ,' .... , _ 
Loess .. . 
Shed dri ed. 
Shed dried. 
Sun dried 
Sun dried 
Shed dried. 
Sun dried .. 
I,OCO,OOO 10 
5OO,OCO 7 
2 500,000 6 
3 MJO,OOO 6 
3 800,000 10 
3 800,000 10 
2 850,000 5 
1 200,000 3 
30,000 3 
:100,000 3 
600, Coo 
24 6, ()(lO,OCO 68 
KIND OF 
MACHINE . 
Quaker soft mud . 
Handmade .. .. . 
Ander"on's Chief 
o and made .... . , . 
Sells ........ .. .. .. 
Sells.. . .. .. .. . 
Machine 1 ....... . 
Handmade .... . . 
Soft mud . .... .. . 
Handmade .... . .. 
'
VALUE', (estimat'd) 
f5, 500. 00 
2,750.00 
2,750 00 
2,400.00 
6,400. CO 
4,500.00 
5,Y50.UO 
2, 100. CO 
2, 45U. 00 
1,400. CO 
REMARKS . 
Town and country market. 
Market: home and other 
towns. 
Town and country, 
Mal ket: home, coullh'y 
and surrounding towns. 
Market:h me,othertowDS 
and country. 
Town and cQunt·l'Y· 
Home market . 
Home mark~t . 
Home market. 
Home market. 
Hand mad~.::::.:.: I ~ 000.00 I Used at the institution . 
$40,200.00 
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Water Supply. 
On the uplands, which are everywhere well drained , the natural 
water supply is now, becoming more limited than before owing 
to the general lowering of the level of the ground water. In the 
base of the loess there is always some seepage, but this cannot 
be relied upon to furnish a sufficien~y for mOist farmers, and wells 
are now sunk into the underlying bowlder clay. But this seldom 
contains sandy strata pervious to water and such wells frequently 
must be made deep enough and wide enough to ca,tch sufficient 
seepage from: the compact and impervious clay. Occasionally 
these deep wells go through the drift and draw water from the 
, underlying bed rock. In the northeast part of Mill~ county there 
is a sandstone in some wells and these furnish plenty of good 
water. But over most of the upland the bed rock consists of 
Coal Measure shales, with thin ledges of limestone and on su<~h 
land even deep wells have proved failures. Deep and wide bored 
, drift wells will probably prove to be most serviceable, and trib-
utary tunnels will no doubt prove useful, where they can be bored 
out and tiled from the bottom of the main excavation. 
On the alluvial bottoms there ' is always water at moderate 
depths, varying froJ;Ill ten to fifty feet and driven wells are in gen-
eral use. Near Riverton an attempt was made some years ago 
to secure flowing water from shallow, wells on the Nishnabotna 
bottoms, but it resulted in failure, though three holes were sunk 
to a depth of about 300 feet. A fl0wing, well was unexpectedly 
obtained near the center of the northwest quarter or section 14, 
in Anderson to'Wllship, Mills county. It waS' made near the foot 
ofi the west slope of Mud creek and the water came from a sand 
under a; blue "shale" at a depth of about 200 feet. The head of 
the flow is forty feet aboiVe the c-qrb. The flow was nearly a bar-
rel a minute. It is: probable that thE sand in the bottom of this 
well is an outlier of the Cretaceous sandstone. 
The conditions for deep artesian wells have been sufficiently 
discussed by Professor Norton.* Since his paper was published 
another deep well has been made uy the Insltitute for Feeble 
Minded Children at Glenwood. 1\ rtesian flow: can be obtained 
at a, depth of about 2,000 feet on all lowlands. not rising higher 
than about 950 feet abo.ve the sea level. 
• Artesian Wells of Iowa, Iowa GooL Surv" VoL VI, pp, 3.JO·34i, 
STAT1CTICS ON PUBLIC WATERWORKS . 
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Sand and Gravel. 
Sand for mortar and plaster is taken mostly from the beds or 
the streams, where it is by no means plentiful except in the Mis-
souri. An extensive gravel and s~.nd pit waSt worked for several 
years by the railroad in the bluffs of the Missouri riveT near 
the center of section 32, a, mile south of Henton station, but this 
pit is now abandoned except for local demand. It is a glacial 
sand which in places has been cemented by infiltration of cal-
careous material into rock strong enough ta be used in small 
foundations.. Another. sand pit supplies a local demand in Fre-' 
mont county. This is located in the base of the bluffs east of Per-
cival, near the center of the west liue of section 30, Tp. 68 N., R. 
XUI W. This sand is rather fine and is probably of a later age 
than the bowlder clay. 
Soils. 
The wealth of this region is dlie chiefly to the excellency 0.£ 
the soil, which is for the most part a porous loess o,r loess wash, 
with a deep black humus on all the lowlands. Sandy traots are 
almost unknown and only of very limited extent near. the chan-
nels of the Missouri and Nishnaboina rivers. A few acres of 
such soil is seen ,on the south side of the Nishnabotnai west of 
Riverton. In a few places on the upland slopes the red gumbo 
clay is in evidence, and bakes in dry seasons. The best lands, 
as being least affected by seasonal variations in rainfall, arre the 
low terrace fiats, usually known as the" second bottoms." In dry 
seasons such land is low enough to draw moisture by capillarity 
from below and in wet seasons it is high enough and the soil 
porous enough to allow the superfluous precipitation to sink away 
into the sandy ground below. 
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